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Foreword 
 
It is our pleasure to welcome you to this 7th International Symposium on Computer Simulation in 
Biomechanics.  In the twelve years since the first symposium in Warsaw, the world has changed in 
many respects, including politics and technology. VAX/VMS minicomputers were the platform of 
choice for biomechanical modeling in 1987, but government regulations did not allow advanced 
hardware or software to be exported to Eastern Europe. At the first symposium, 1200 baud modems 
were state of the art in digital communications, but their use for software demonstrations during the 
symposium was prohibited by Polish government regulations. The Internet now allows us to transfer 
software and data almost instantaneously anywhere in the world.  In spite of, perhaps even because 
of these challenges, computer simulation has a rich history in the East as well as in the West.  After a 
decade of enormous technological advances, symbolic as well as numerical mathematics skills and 
good scientific intuition are still required to succeed in computer modeling of complex biomechanical 
systems.  Brute force computation still does not replace good science .  These are important lessons 
that we can learn from the past. 
 
During this symposium we once more remember the late Dr. Andrzej Komor, co-founder of the 
Technical Group of Computer Simulation (TGCS) and organizer of the first symposium, who died in 
March 1991 in a tragic airplane accident.  To honor his contributions to this group, the Andrzej Komor 
Award for the best student paper of the symposium continues to be sponsored by the Komor family, 
for which we are very grateful. 
 
It is also appropriate to remember another early contributer to this group, the late Dr. Herman 
Woltring.  During the second symposium in Davis, California, 1989, he presented his plans for a 
research/software database and E-mail discussion group for the Technical Group on Computer 
Simulation of the ISB.  Now, ten years later, we have implemented some of these visionary ideas.  
The TGCS now has a website (http://isb.ri.ccf.org/tgcs) which provides access to information about 
the research activities of the 100 members of the TGCS, as well as to software submitted by 
members for others to share.  The E-mail discussion group TGCS-L@nic.surfnet.nl has been 
established with the goal that it will encourage and facilitate advances in simulation research.  A new 
initiative in development is an on-line encyclopedia for modeling and simulation in biomechanics to 
provide a foundation for new researchers, which has been organized by TGCS board members Lutz 
Bauer and Giovanni Legnani. 
 
We are excited about the content of this symposium, as evident from the papers that were accepted 
for these proceedings.  The keynote lecturers, Dr. Robert Playter and Dr. Michiel van de Panne, will 
both present research that is beginning to generate enormous commercial potential for biomechanical 
computer simulations in the computer animation industry and in real-time virtual reality simulations for 
training in the military and in medicine.  Computer simulation in biomechanics is more than ever an 
exciting area to work in. 
 
We hope you will have a fruitful symposium and enjoy your stay in Calgary. 
 
 
Ton van den Bogert  Rick Neptune   Gerald Cole 
Chair, VIIth ISCSB  General Secretary  Technical and Social Program 
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The Digital Biomechanics Laboratory: Simulating Realistic Human Behavior

Robert Playter
Boston Dynamics Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA

playter@bdi.com

An important step in biomechanics research will be the development of advanced human simulation
systems that can serve as digital biomechanics laboratories in which simulated humans perform useful
tasks under novel conditions.  Such a tool will allow researchers to perform experiments on simulated
humans that are too difficult, costly, or dangerous to perform otherwise.  Such a tool could be used to
evaluate the effectiveness of clothing, footwear, equipment or movement strategies.  Rapid product
evaluation cycles using simulation will shorten the development and acquisition cycle of items for human
use.  To test the design and effect of equipment on human performance, we must be able to simulate
realistic, life-like behaviors such as running, walking, crawling, and climbing.  The main impediment to
the development of such an experimental simulation tool is the availability of control systems that
coordinate the joint action of a simulated human in order to produce realistic, task-level behavior.

In this talk, I will discuss an approach to control system design we are experimenting with to build a
Digital Biomechanics Laboratory (DBL).  The DBL is a physics based human simulation tool that will
include facilities for modeling a range of human behavior, anthropometry, and carried equipment.  Our
approach is to build controllers specialized for different movement elements like standing, running, and
walking.  A key component of our control system design approach is the use of recorded human motion as
reference data for the control system. The use of recorded data in simulated human control systems is
attractive because it:

1) captures the complexity and coordination of human movement helping to make the movement appear
realistic

2) provides a starting point for simulation that we trust is close to a stable solution
3) provides data to drive every joint in the simulated body thereby consuming the extra degrees of

freedom
4) implicitly embodies whatever clever optimization solutions (passive dynamics, energy minimization)

humans use to choose movement parameters

One of the challenges of this approach is keeping the control system flexible so that it can adapt to
changing conditions such as the height or weight of the human model, desired movement speeds, and
environmental conditions. By combining recorded data patterns with other control system elements such
as state-machine logic and traditional joint servomechanisms we can produce dynamically stable motion
that has improved realism and is tolerant to modest changes in human or equipment parameters.



A FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF THE INFLUENCE OF PDL FIBERS ON ORTHODONTIC
TOOTH MOVEMENT

H. Qian, J. Chen, and T.R. Katona
Indiana University Purdue University at Indianapolis

qianh@ecn.purdue.edu

ABSTRACT

A three-dimensional finite element model was created to analyze the influence of periodontal ligament
(PDL) fibers on orthodontic tooth movement.  Parametric studies were performed to ascertain the
importance of fiber Young's modulus and orientation on the locations of the centers of rotation and
resistance of a single-rooted tooth under a mesio-distal orthodontic load.  If the Young's modulus is
changed from 10 to 90 MPa, the center of rotation moves about 9.8% of root length.  The center of
resistance changes about 1.1% of root length.  For fiber angulation between 0o and 60o, the centers of
rotation and resistance vary about 3.3% and 3.9% of root length, respectively.  Thus, neither center is very
sensitive to changes in PDL fiber stiffness and orientation.

INTRODUCTION

Controlled tooth movement is critical in orthodontic treatment.  The final positions of the crown and
root tip determine esthetics, function, and stability.  There are two centers that are used in the
characterization of tooth movement.  The Center of Resistance (CRes) is related to the geometry of the
root and its relationship with the surrounding supporting tissues.  By definition, a force with a line of action
passing though CRes produces pure translation of the tooth.  The Center of Rotation (CRot) is the point
about which the tooth can be considered as rotating.  Its location is a function of the applied force system
(Smith et al., 1984) and the nature of the supporting structures (i.e., the location of CRes).

For orthodontic purposes, the force system can only be applied to the crown of the tooth, typically
via brackets on the buccal surface.  Thus, for the desired displacement (e.g., translation), a force and a
moment of a couple, with the appropriate moment/force ratio (M/F), must be applied to the crown.  The
required M/F is, in fact, equal to the distance between the bracket and CRes.  In this instance, pure
translation, CRot moves to infinity.

Thus, given a specific orthodontic moment-force system, the resulting tooth displacement depends on
the location of CRes.  From a clinical perspective, this means that achieving a specific movement requires a
moment-force system specific to individual teeth.  This is because the location of CRes is a function of the
number and shape of roots, the amount of bone support, and the nature of the supporting structures.  The
latter includes the orientation and material properties of PDL fibers, the subjects of this investigation.

Many experimental and analytical studies have been carried out to examine the relationship between
orthodontic loads and CRot (Nikolai 1974, Nagerl et al., 1991, Burstone and Pryputniewicz 1978,
Burstone 1994, and Kusy 1986).  Most previous studies have been based on the assumptions that the PDL
is homogeneous and isotropic.  The effects of PDL fibers have not been considered.



The PDL is a soft tissue with relatively low stiffness.  The fibers are oriented regularly along the
length of the root (Auyeung et al., 1988).  Fiber stiffness is nonlinear and the fibers can transmit only
tension (Ralph 1982).  With (functional and/or orthodontic) loads on the tooth, the PDL serves as a buffer
between the root and the supporting alveolar bone socket.  The bone resorption and formation associated
with orthodontic tooth movement are generally regarded as consequences of PDL deformation.

A three-dimensional FE model of a tooth and its supporting structures, including PDL fibers, was
created to study orthodontic tooth movement.  Parametric studies were performed to isolate the influences
of fiber orientation and stiffness.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The distal root of a canine second left mandibular premolar was modeled.  The geometry was
digitized to obtain its dimensions.  The finite element model (FEM) was generated using MSC/PATRAN
7.0 (MacNeal Schwendler Corporation, Los Angeles, California) and solved with ABAQUS 6.0 (Hibbitt,
Karlson & Sorensen, Inc, Pawtucket, Rhode Island).  A convergence test was performed to obtain the final
model with 10,050 eight-node elements and 11,389 nodes (Fig. 1).  The PDL elements were reinforced
with fibers (Figs. 2 and 3).

Fig. 1.  The FEM Fig. 2. PDL fiber arrangement
along the length of the
root lateral surfaces

 Fig. 3. PDL fiber arrangement
            at the root apex

The materials used in this model include tooth (dentin), PDL fiber, PDL non-fibrous matrix, and the
cortical and cancellous bones of the mandible (Table1).  Listed three fiber Young's moduli are used in the
parametric study.

All nodes on the three cut surfaces of the mandible were fixed.  Mesio-distal 1.4 N orthodontic forces
(measured in a related study) were applied to the lingual and buccal sides of the crown.  Additional
moments were applied to explore CRes.  A nonlinear analysis was used because the PDL matrix is a very
soft material that experiences large strains and the PDL fibers cannot resist compression.



Table 1.  Material properties

Material Young’s modulus
(MPa)

Poisson’s
ratio

Tooth 18,000* 0.30

Cortical bone 13,000** 0.30

Cancellous bone 1,000** 0.30

PDL non-fibrous matrix 2 0.45

PDL fiber 10 / 30 / 90 0.35

* Katona et al. 1995       ** O’Grady et al. 1996

RESULTS

The locations of CRot and CRes were calculated with different PDL fiber Young's moduli (E = 10,
30, and 90 MPa with 45o fiber angulation) and fiber angulations (A = 0o, 45o, 60o, with E = 30 MPa).  The
CRot posititions were calculated with force application (i.e., no moment) and expressed in terms of
distance from the root apex.  The CRes was located by determining the M/F ratio that moved CRot to
infinity.  Both CRot and CRes are functions of fiber stiffness and angulation.  With E = 30 MPa and oblique
angulation = 45o, CRot was 1.75 mm away from root apex, and a moment-to-force ratio equals to 5.03 mm
(7.00 N-mm/1.40 N) resulted in pure translation of the tooth.

Influence of fiber Young's modulus
If the oblique fiber angulation on the root lateral surfaces is fixed at 45o and the Young's modulus is

increased from 10 to 30 to 90 MPa, both CRot and CRes move apically. (Fig.4)  CRot changes from 2.24
to 1.75 to 1.31 mm, which is within the range of 9.8% of the root length (9.48 mm).  CRes changes from
5.00 to 5.04 to 5.11 mm. (The distance between bracket and root apex is 10.48 mm.)

Fig. 4. Influence of fiber Young's modulus
on M/F for pure root translation
(i.e., the location of CRes) and the
position of CRot

Fig. 5.  Influence of fiber oblique angulation
on the locations of CRes (M/F) and
CRot
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Influence of fiber angulation
If the PDL fiber Young's modulus is set at 30 MPa and its angulation is changed from 0o to 45o to

60o, CRot moves occlusally and CRes moves apically. (Fig. 5)  The location of CRot changes from 1.57 to
1.75 to 1.88 mm which is within the range of 3.3% of the root length.  CRes changes from 4.63 to 5.03 to
5.00 mm.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Figs. 4 and 5 show that increasing the fiber's Young's modulus and decreasing its angulation shifts
CRot closer to the root apex.  For a range of 10 to 90 MPa in PDL fiber Young's modulus, the Center of
Rotation location varies about 9.8% of root length and the location of the Center of Resistance changes
about 1.1%.  Similarly, for fiber angulation in the range of 0o to 60o, the changes are about 3.3% and 3.9%,
respectively.  Thus, we may conclude that neither center is very sensitive to PDL oblique fiber stiffness and
angulation.
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AUTOMATED THREE-DIMENSIONAL FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF
THE PROXIMAL FEMUR USING DUAL-ENERGY X-RAY

ABSORPTIOMETRY DERIVED STRUCTURAL GEOMETRY

Michael P. Boylea, Thomas C. Mageea,
Leslie E. Bailya, and Thomas J. Beckb

aApplied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University, Laurel, Maryland, U.S.A.
bDepartment of Radiology, School of Medicine, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,

Maryland, U.S.A.

Bone mineral density (BMD) measurements using dual x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA)
scanners are the principal means for diagnosis and clinical management of osteoporosis. While
BMD is firmly entrenched in the medical lexicon, the measured quantity and its relationship to
bone strength are poorly understood. The quantity measured in a BMD measurement has mean-
ing in terms of the physical principles used to derive it but no intrinsic meaning in a biological
or mechanical sense1. Volume averaged BMD measurements from complex, variably shaped
regions are difficult to model for investigation of strength relationships. To address this prob-
lem, we have developed a formalism for automated mapping of two-dimensional DEXA data to
a pseudo three-dimensional finite element model. Presented here, is an automated process using
DEXA data that can quickly generate a thin shell, three-dimensional finite element model repre-
senting cortical bone for proximal femurs, both in vivo and in vitro. The model will be applied to
DEXA scan data from several large US and international epidemiological studies. This process
has the potential to provide insights into the mechanical consequences of lost bone mass with
age and why hip fracture rates and bone mass values differ between the sexes and among differ-
ent ethnic groups.

METHODS
The model is derived as a stack of hollow cross-sections with elliptical inner and outer

boundaries2. The technique begins with a bone mass image from a DEXA hip scan (Fig. 1a). A
hyperbolically curved axis is superimposed, asymptotic to the axes of the femoral neck and
shaft. Bone mass profiles are extracted orthogonal to the curved axis at regular intervals along
its length. For each profile, the cortical equivalent cross-sectional area, subperiosteal width, and
centroid in the image plane are measured. In-plane widths for each cross-section correspond to
the outer major axis. The outer minor axis is assumed to be constant for all sections through the
base of the femoral head and equal to the image plane width at the proximal shaft. Inner ellipses
of the hollow structure are derived to yield the measured cortical equivalent area at each section
and are shifted in the image plane to yield the measured centroid location. The program also in-
teractively derives the locus of the center of the femoral head as well as its average radius. The
data for the femoral head, as well as coordinates of centroids, centers of inner and outer ellipses,
and angles of section tilts are exported to a text file.



The model is created from the DEXA input data using I-DEAS software (V6.0, Structural
Dynamics Research Corporation, Milford, OH, U.S.A.). I-DEAS provides the option to auto-
mate tasks, by executing scripts (Program Files) written in an I-DEAS specific language. A
Fortran program is used to read the DEXA data text file and to generate the corresponding Pro-
gram Files. A series of eight individual Program Files are used which are then executed by a
main file which calls them sequentially. The final program, which creates the finite element
model, iterates if more than one model is desired as in testing of strain energy convergence.

The DEXA-derived variables are stored within I-DEAS since all parametric dimensions
disappear from the model when it is lofted into a solid part. With dimensional information lost,
listing variables is the only way to review the model. Individual coordinate systems for each
section are located with respect to a global coordinate system, then tilted in the scan plane to
correspond to the orthogonal to the hyperbolic reference axis in the DEXA image. Coordinate
systems for the femoral head are derived within the Fortran program, based on the center and
radius of the head. A single point is added above the final coordinate system, corresponding to
the apex of the femoral head. With median cortical ellipses, midway between inner and outer
ellipse at each section, sketched onto coordinate system planes (Fig. 1b), lofting completes the
solid model. After partitioning the model with extruded planes between the section locations and
about the frontal plane3, the outer surface is prepared for meshing.

The finite element mesh is mapped onto the outer surfaces with eight-noded, thin-shell
elements over all but parts of the femoral head where six-noded elements are used. Frontal plane
symmetry of the elliptical cross-sections allows element thicknesses to be assigned in groups.
The model in Figure 2, for example, has 157 unique thicknesses. All elements are assigned or-
thotropic material properties consistent with cortical bone. The final automated step is the defi-
nition of material directions normal to the plane of a given section. Boundary conditions and
loading configurations are then created manually by the user for each finite element model gen-
erated.

                                  (a)                                                                             (b)

FIG. 1: (a) Bone mass image with superimposed shaft and neck axes, curved axis, bone mass
profiles, and femoral head center (some profiles omitted for clarity). (b) Section coordinate
systems and median cortical ellipses prior to lofting. Thirteen sections define the shaft through
neck with six more creating the head. (The information for the model in (b) was not derived
from the femur depicted in (a).)



RESULTS
Using an SGI Indigo workstation (Silicon Graphics, Inc., Mountain View, CA, U.S.A.),

the time between executing the Fortran program to the creation of three finite element models
with 352, 1376, and 3120 elements, measures approximately 20 minutes. Of that time, only 5
minutes require the userÕs presence.

The model in Figure 1b used 13 DEXA data sections; however, a DEXA scan often con-
tains in excess of 90 sections. The Fortran program is designed to operate regardless of the sec-
tion count. In addition to the versatility designed within the process, options exist prior to exe-
cution of the Fortran program to allow users a more custom result. Even though the user is only
prompted for desired mesh densities, several other variables can be modified in the Fortran code
itself. These variables include all aspects of the orthotropic material property, the number of
sections defining the femoral head, their spacing, and the thickness assigned to elements of the
femoral head.

Since a DEXA image is a projection of the three-dimensional femur into a two-
dimensional plane, only mechanical loading in the frontal plane is appropriate. Figure 2 depicts
the stress contour for an one-legged stance loading condition: a restrained shaft with a load ap-
plied to the femoral head in the frontal plane, 20° to the shaft axis4. While the model allows the
application of muscle forces, they are not included in this particular result.

DISCUSSION
The main purpose of this project is to generate a reasonably realistic model of the hip that

is dimensionally and bone mass consistent with DEXA image data acquired on adult human
subjects. The model will be adaptable to mimic measured changes in bone mass and geometry
that accompany the aging process. The intent will be to use the automated modeling process to-
gether with DEXA data from an aging population (NHANES III) to examine the structural con-
sequences of altered bone mass and geometry in the aging hip as well as sex and ethnic differ-
ences in those consequences.

FIG. 2: Stress contour for one legged stance load condition. The finite
element model includes 3120 thin shell elements (48 columns by 3
rows per section).



There are a number of limitations to this approach, as well as some significant advantages.
To date, previous attempts at an automated three-dimensional finite element model have in-
volved stacking of discontinuous cubic elements between computed tomography (CT) scan
slices4. Unfortunately, such practices, while amenable to automation, fail to accurately represent
the outer surface, which in terms of stress and failure, is the most significant. The current
method provides a more realistic smooth surface. One limitation is that the human hip is a com-
plex three-dimensional structure and 2-D DEXA provides insufficient data to realistically model
out-of-plane stresses. Most studies however indicate that peak stress magnitudes are generated
in the modeled (frontal) plane, moreover the intent of the study is to depict structural conse-
quences of altered bone mass, and not necessarily to model all stresses seen in vivo. In any case,
study validation will include comparison of the DEXA derived pseudo 3-D model with a true 3-
D finite element model derived from high resolution CT data on the same cadaver femora. This
latter model will employ conventional non-automated CT data mapping methods but will pro-
vide smooth surfaces for a more realistic result.

Another limitation of the current pseudo 3-D model is that it models the femur with all the
measured mass in a hollow cortical shell, while the proximal end of real femurs consist of a thin
shell buttressed internally with trabecular bone. To incorporate trabecular bone into future mod-
els, only part of the measured mass in the proximal end will be mapped into the cortex, while
the remainder will be distributed into a uniform solid with the properties of a cellular honey-
comb. While not completely realistic, this should permit modeling of the effects of changing
trabecular density on the propensity to induce buckling in the thin cortical shell.

This preliminary work shows that finite element models can be derived from DEXA data,
heretofore used only for crude mass assessments. The method is nearly completely automated
and requires little user input.

Acknowledgement: This study was supported by National Institutes of Health RO1 AR44655-
01A1.
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INTRODUCTION
Computer simulation of total knee

replacements can be a useful tool for
developing, analyzing, and refining new or
existing designs. Historically, most three-
dimensional simulations have fallen into one
of two categories.

First are simulations that use a compliant
joint contact model but only consider one or
more static poses of the femur relative to the
tibia (e.g., Blankevoort et al., 1991; Essinger
et al., 1989). The advantage of a compliant
contact model is that it eliminates the static
indeterminacy of the problem, thereby
allowing contact forces and pressures to be
calculated in both compartments of the
tibiofemoral joint. A compliant model also
permits a unified approach for simulating
extended contacts and brief impacts, since
contact forces are computed via the same
methodology in both situations.

Second are simulations that use rigid
body joint contact models but investigate knee
mechanics during a dynamic task (e.g., Abdel-
Rahman and Hefzy, 1998). This approach is
advantageous since joint mechanics can be
studied under “normal operating” conditions.
While rigid body contact modeling is less

costly computationally, it does not permit
calculation of bilateral contact forces (Cheng
et al., 1990). Furthermore, while contacts are
modeled using unilateral constraints, impacts
are modeled using a coefficient of restitution
that requires the post-impact behavior to be
prescribed rather than predicted.

To our knowledge, no three-dimensional
knee joint models have been published which
are dynamic and utilize compliant contact.
This study presents such a model of the
tibiofemoral joint for investigating knee
implant design issues. As a sample application,
we investigate the dynamic contact behavior of
a posterior cruciate-retaining total knee
replacement. A potentially important design
issue is identified as a result of combining
compliant contact with dynamic simulation.

METHODS
Compliant contact models require

surface geometry, material properties, and a
force computation algorithm. In this study, the
tibiofemoral surface geometry was described
by five radii (Fig. 1), similar to Bartel et al.
(1986). The contact surfaces were created in a
commercial computer-aided engineering pro-
gram (Pro/MECHANICA MOTION). The



femoral and tibial components were modeled
as linear isotropic materials. The femoral
component was assumed be stainless steel and
the tibial component ultra-high molecular
weight polyethylene.

Two compliant contact models were
implemented to investigate the tradeoffs
between a simple Hertzian and more
complicated boundary element approach
(Johnson, 1985). The latter is better suited than
Hertz for modeling contact between arbitrarily
shaped surfaces, such as the anatomical knee.
Both models were based on elastic half-space
theory, considered compliance only in the
contact normal direction, and assumed
frictionless contact. Checks were developed to
ensure that the amount of penetration and
conformity between the femoral and tibial
surfaces were always small enough to warrant
the use of half-space theory.

The boundary element approach utilized
a grid of rectangular uniform pressure
elements created on the tangent plane defined
by the instantaneous contact point (Johnson,

1985). Given the amount of penetration
between the undeformed surfaces at the center
of each element, the element contact forces
were calculated by solving the following qua-
dratic programming problem (Kalker, 1972):

0 subject to

min 2
1

≥

+

F

xFSFF
F

TT

where F  is a vector of element contact forces,
x  a vector of element displacements, and S  a
matrix of flexibility influence coefficients. The
solution was iterated to ensure that the entire
contact area was contained within the grid, and
the final element forces were replaced with a
single force and torque applied to each body.

Both contact models were integrated into
a three-dimensional dynamic knee implant
model to simulate a single load case of a
simple flexion motion. The femoral
component possessed five degrees of freedom
relative to the fixed tibial component. The
remaining rotation was prescribed to produce
one cycle of a 90° sinusoidal flexion motion in
one second. The motion was constrained by
the major knee joint ligaments (minus the
ACL), which were modeled as one or more
bundles of straight line nonlinear elastic
springs (Blankevoort and Huiskes, 1996; Garg
and Walker, 1990). Articular contact was
maintained by a fixed downward vertical load
of 1500 N (Bartel et al., 1986) which was
applied at the midpoint between the posterior
femoral condyles. For this initial investigation,
muscles, the patella, and the limb segments
were not modeled, so that model inertia was
from the femoral component alone.

Fig 1: Schematic of geometry used to describe the knee
implant. Tibial (T) and femoral (F) radii are defined in
the anterior/posterior (ap) and medial/lateral (ml)
directions. The femur uses two radii in the ap direction.



A commercial multibody dynamics
program (Pro/MECHANICA MOTION)
provided the dynamic simulation environment.
Since compliant contact made the system
numerically stiff, an implicit integrator was
used to perform the numerical integration.

RESULTS
The simulated flexion motion

reproduced several results reported in the
literature. The contact point in each condyle
moved posteriorly as the knee was flexed (not
shown; Essinger et al., 1989), reproducing the
femoral rollback caused by the posterior
cruciate ligament. The contact force was
greater in the medial than in the lateral
compartment, while the forces were greater at
90° of flexion ( t  = 0.5 sec) than at full
extension ( t  = 0 or 1 sec; Fig. 2a; Blankvoort
et al., 1991). Since the contact surfaces were
quadratic by construction, force results from
both contact models were nearly identical.

The dynamic simulation also produced
results not reported previously. An abrupt
change in contact pressure occurred at 0.15
and 0.85 seconds (Fig. 2b), precisely when. the
curvature discontinuities in the femoral
component came into contact with the tibial
component. Also, the implant contact areas
were much more circular in extension than in
flexion, with the peak pressure being 1.7 times
greater in flexion (Figs. 3a and b).

DISCUSSION
These results suggest that it may be

beneficial to eliminate curvature discontinu-
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knee flexion simulation with the Hertz contact model.
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Fig 3: Contact pressure distributions in medial
compartment at full extension (a) and 90° flexion (b)
using the boundary element contact model.



ities in the femoral component design.
Designers of industrial cam-follower mechan-
isms usually seek to maintain curvature
continuity across the cam and follower
surfaces to avoid excessive wear (Shigley and
Uicker, 1980). The curvature-induced jump in
contact pressure (Fig 2b), which occurs when
contact is still near the center of the tibial
condyles, is similar to a micro impact for each
cycle of flexion. Thus, a femoral design in
which the anterior-posterior curvature varies
continuously may lead to reduced tibial wear.

Although greater conformity of the
surface geometry in the anterior/posterior
direction near 90° of flexion could decrease
contact pressure (Fig. 3b), this would also
reduce the amount of femoral rollback, which
may not be beneficial.

Since the dynamic simulation with each
contact model took less than 30 minutes on a
400 MHz Pentium II computer, our
methodology is fast enough to be used for
design sensitivity and optimization studies.
Future work will focus in this direction, adding
muscles, the patellofemoral joint, and the
dynamics of the lower extremity to simulate in
vivo dynamic conditions more accurately.
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EMBEDDING OF FLEXIBLE BODIES INTO A DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF THE TENNIS STROKE
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INTRODUCTION
Most dynamic multi-body simulations are based on models consisting of chains of rigid bodies only. In

continuous and smooth movement simulations this may be the best choice of model with respect to effort and
usefulness. However, in highly dynamic impact situations as in the tennis stroke, a rigidly modeled  racket may not
adequately represent and predict the dynamic process. The Finite Element Method (FEM) provides the
reconstruction of a flexible structure using a conglomerate of single deformable elements representing the local
stress-strain relation of the body. On one hand the output of a FE-Analysis (FEA) may be a static stress-strain-
relation due to some loading condition applied. On the other hand it may be the vibration analysis (resonance
frequencies and modes) under constant boundary conditions. Modeling of the dynamic interactions of the FE-model
with further bodies or varying boundary conditions is not possible within a standard FEA. Thus, most of the FE-
models in tennis assumed a statically fixed grip (Widing and Moeinzadeh 1990, Brannigan and Adali 1981) which
presumably do not coincide with the real hand held condition. The objective of this study was the integration of the
FEA within a dynamic simulation of the tennis stroke.

METHODS
Considering the principle of superposition any type of oscillation is the result of superimposed harmonic

oscillations of the structure. Thus, the output of a FEA can be used within a dynamic simulation process to emulate
elastic body properties (Fig. 1). A static stress-strain analysis and/or a vibration mode analysis has to be performed
depending on the effect of flexibility which is considered to be significant for the dynamics of the overall model. The
dynamic interaction with adjacent bodies via joints can be emulated by static constraints in the FE-model.
Deformations due to inertia effects can be achieved by a FEA of the static axial displacement due to a unit force in
the relevant direction. The oscillations of the flexible body are taken into consideration by the normal vibration
modes of the FE vibration analysis. The output of the FEA is then linearized in terms of solving the eigenvalue
problem for a multiple degree of freedom FEA, to create a diagonal modal mass and modal stiffness matrix.
Orthogonalization and scaling are used to ensure that all static and dynamic modes are linearly independent and then
each mode is associated  with one general coordinate of the overall dynamic model. This system is assembled with
the other constraint equations of motion (Newton-Euler notation, Haug 1989) to a mixed differential-algebraic
equation
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Here q is the vector of generalized coordinates (r = in the rigid reference frame; m = modal), and M is the mass

matrix (r = rigid body masses; m = modal masses). qΦ is the Jacobian of the constraint equations with respect to the

generalized coordinates, and λ is the Lagrange multiplier. γ represents the right side of the acceleration equation.
Damping of the vibrations may be introduced by an overall modal damping factor for all the modes. In other words
equation 1 describes the linear elastic response of the flexible body embedded in a dynamic multi-body system.

Rigid Body
Model

Definition

FE-Analysis

Dynamic
Analysis

Output
(plots,

animation)

Fig. 1: Flow chart of the FEA embedding into a dynamic simulation process.



Considering the four-body pendulum model of the tennis stroke of Glitsch and Detlefs (1997)  the originally
rigid racket was replaced by a flexible beam model consisting of 77 elements (Fig. 2b). The material properties were
determined from bending and resonance experiments with a modern tennis racket (Young's modulus =
2.44⋅109 N/m², damping ratio =  0.1). The first 3 mode shapes were determined for clamped and free racket handle
conditions, respectively, using ANSYS 5.0 (SASI). The interconnection between the elastic racket and the hand was
emulated with a bracket for the clamped condition and with an elastically bedded hinge joint for the loose hand held
condition, respectively. The ball contact was modeled by a lumped parameter model consisting of a spring-damping
element (D = 18 kN/m; R =10 N⋅s/m). The pre-impact angular velocity of the arm was set at ω0 =17.45 rad/s, which
is approximately equivalent to a velocity of 19 m/s of the center of the string area. The ball’s trajectory was adjusted
to hit the racket perpendicularly to the string surface with a velocity of 20 m/s (Fig. 2b). The kinetics of the contact
phase was simulated using DADS (Vers. 8.5, CADSI Inc.). The testing of different boundary conditions concerning
grip tightness and different constrained FE-models of the racket should give insights into the eloastomechanics of the
tennis stroke. Finally, accelerometer experiments were conducted to validate the simulation model.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Compared to the bending experiments with different loads the flexible racket model predicted the frame

deflection with less than 3.5% deviation on average. For the freely oscillating racket the fundamental resonance
frequency of 136 Hz was exactly reproduced and the first harmonic at 377 Hz was slightly overestimated (3 Hz) in
the simulation. Thus, the elastic properties of the tennis racket were sufficiently reproduced by the FE-model. In the
first configuration the model was assembled with a constrained racket handle and a fixed grip.  The stroke simulation
with the fixed grip pointed out a dominant frequency of about 80 Hz, which could not be confirmed by real
experimental data (Fig. 1). These, much more, suggested a dominant frequency equal to that of the free racket
condition. In order to improve the model prediction the constrained FE-model was replaced by an unconstrained
racket model. In consequence this required a flexible handle-hand connection to ensure free oscillation of the handle.
Therefore, a hinge joint was bedded in a multidirectional spring-damping element, to constrain tangential and radial
displacements of the handle with respect to the hand. The best matching frequency spectra could be achieved with a
loose grip condition (Dtang= 1 N/m; Rtang= 5 N⋅s/m; Drad= 10 N/m; Rrad= 5 N⋅s/m)(Fig. 1b). Tighter grip firmness
caused a significant decrease of the dominant vibration frequency. Obviously, the loosening of the grip tightness is
limited by unrealistic displacements of the handle with respect to the hand. Besides the dominant frequency as well
the racket's acceleration time histories of the real tennis stroke and the simulation showed good agreement (Fig. 2a).

The example of the tennis stroke simulation demonstrated the usefulness of a flexible body representation
within a multi-body dynamic simulation. Investigations of racket vibrations in relation to impact point, grip firmness,
and racket properties can help in better understanding of the impact phase in tennis. Further, the simulation may
improve experimental setups and give assistance in explaining measurement data due to its predictive character.
However, the application requires a profound understanding of the multi-body system modeled rigidly. Besides the
knowledge of the elastic material properties, great care is necessary when setting up the interconnections to other
non-flexible bodies. Changes of the interconnections usually require a new FE-model configuration and FEA.
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Therefore, it is still laborious and difficult to perform extensive variation studies on the interconnections which are of
great interest in biomechanics.
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INTRODUCTION

The hamstring and psoas muscles are frequently lengthened in an attempt to improve crouch gait in children

with cerebral palsy.  Previous studies have suggested that analysis of muscle lengths during walking may

be helpful in deciding if a muscle should be surgically lengthened (Hoffinger et al. 1993, Delp et al. 1996,

Schutte et al. 1998).  These studies have used generic models of the lower limb to estimate muscle lengths

during walking; however, it is not clear how accurately generic models represent the musculoskeletal

geometry of individual subjects.  A method to accurately determine the lengths of the muscles of individual

subjects is needed to assess the results of these simulation studies.

Generic musculoskeletal models have been used to examine the causes of other movement

abnormalities (e.g., Arnold et al. 1997) and to simulate the consequences of orthopedic surgical

interventions (e.g., Brand and Pedersen 1984, Delp et al. 1994). While these musculoskeletal models have

provided clinically useful guidelines, models have not been widely used to make patient-specific treatment

decisions.  Before clinical use can be recommended, the accuracy with which the musculoskeletal models

represent the geometry of individuals with different ages, sizes, and musculoskeletal pathologies must be

tested. Therefore, techniques to characterize musculoskeletal geometry in vivo need to be developed and

evaluated.

The goals of this study were to (i) establish methods for building subject-specific musculoskeletal

models from magnetic resonance (MR) images, and (ii) quantify the accuracy of muscle lengths and

moment arms estimated from the models.  We developed subject-specific models of three lower limb

cadaver specimens based on 3D reconstructions from MR images.  To test the accuracy of the models, the

hip and knee flexion moment arms of the iliacus, psoas, and medial hamstrings were estimated with the

models and compared to the moment arms determined experimentally on the same cadaver specimens.

METHODS

Models of three lower limb specimens were constructed from six series of T1-weighted spin-echo images

(Fig. 1).  Boundaries of the bones and muscles were outlined manually in the 2D images (A), and 3D

surface models were created from these boundaries (B).  This generated an accurate representation of the

musculoskeletal anatomy at a single limb position.  To estimate the muscle moment arms for a range of

limb positions, kinematic models of the hip and knee were scaled to the specimens’ bones (C).  The hip was



assumed to be a ball-and-socket joint, and the hip center was estimated by fitting a sphere to the femoral

head using a non-linear least-squares algorithm.  The knee model was based on published 3D

measurements of tibiofemoral kinematics (Walker et al. 1988).  The kinematics were scaled to each

subject-specific model such that the tibiofemoral contact locations were consistent with published data

(Nisell et al. 1986).  The musculotendon paths were derived from the 3D muscle surfaces.  Ellipsoidal

wrapping surfaces were defined for each muscle to simulate wrapping over underlying structures (D).  For

the iliacus and psoas, the surfaces were defined to simulate wrapping over the pelvic brim and hip joint

capsule.  For the medial hamstrings, the wrapping surfaces were implemented to simulate wrapping over

the gastrocnemius and the posterior femoral condyles.

       A              B       C        D

Figure 1: Construction of subject-specific models based on MR images

The moment arms estimated from the models were compared to the moment arms determined

experimentally on the same specimens using the tendon displacement method (An et al. 1984).  The

specimens were mounted in a jig that provided control of hip flexion, adduction, rotation, and knee flexion.

Joint angles were monitored by tracking the locations of infrared emitters that were fixed to the bones.  For

each of the hamstrings, a wire was connected to the distal tendon, routed through a suture anchor at the

muscle origin, and attached to a position transducer. For the iliacus and psoas, wires were secured to the

muscles proximal to the pelvic brim to preserve wrapping over anatomical structures. Fourth order

polynomials were fit to the tendon excursion vs. flexion data, and the hip flexion and knee flexion moment

arms were obtained from the first derivatives of the polynomial fits averaged over multiple trials.

To determine how errors in the moment arm estimates affect the accuracy of length estimates, we

calculated the musculotendon excursions (i.e., changes in length) over a 0-60?  range of motion and

compared these to the excursions measured experimentally.



RESULTS

Moment arms of the medial hamstrings, iliacus, and psoas calculated from the subject-specific models

compared favorably to the moment arms obtained experimentally on the same cadaver specimens (Fig. 2.)

For the iliacus and psoas, errors between the moment arm curves calculated with the model and the

experimental curves (Fig. 3), averaged over a range of motion, ranged from 0.2 mm, or 0.7% of the

experimental moment arm (IL, specimen 2) to 1.8 mm, or 6.4% of the experimental moment arm (PS,

specimen 3). The corresponding excursion errors ranged from 0.2 mm to 2.1 mm (Fig. 4).  For the medial

hamstrings, the average errors in hip flexion moment arms ranged from 0.7 mm (1.1%, ST, specimen 3) to

2.5 mm (4.4%, SM, specimen 1), and the average errors in knee flexion moment arms ranged from 0.4 mm

(1.0%, SM, specimen 1) to 3.3 mm (8.6%, SM, specimen 2).  The excursion errors ranged from 0.3 mm

(SM knee, specimen 1) to 3.1 mm (SM hip, specimen 1). These small errors suggest that subject-specific

models constructed from MR images can provide reasonable estimates of medial hamstrings and iliopsoas

lengths during walking.

Figure 2: Hip flexion (A, B) and knee flexion (C) moment arms of the psoas (PS), iliacus (IL), semimembranosus
(SM), and semitendinosus (ST) from the MR-based model (solid lines) and determined experimentally (dotted lines)
for specimen 1.

Figure 3: Average of the absolute differences
between the model moment arm curves and the
experimental moment arm curves for each specimen.
No experimental data were obtained for iliacus of
specimen 3.

Figure 4: Differences between muscle excursions
estimated by the MR-based models and measured
experimentally for each specimen. No experimental
data were obtained for iliacus of specimen 3.



DISCUSSION
Although generic musculoskeletal models have provided useful clinical insights, the reliability of generic

models for estimating muscle lengths and moment arms in individuals of different sizes, ages, and

pathologies has not been adequately tested. The moment arms estimated from the models developed in this

study were similar to the moment arms measured experimentally (i.e., errors less than 10%).  This

demonstrates the feasibility of using MR-based subject-specific models to predict muscle moment arms and

excursions in living subjects.  We believe the combination of MR imaging and graphics-based

musculoskeletal modeling is a promising approach for estimating muscle lengths and moment arms in vivo.

Currently, we are using these methods to develop subject-specific models of patients with cerebral palsy.

Insights gained from such studies will help evaluate and improve existing musculoskeletal models.
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INTRODUCTION

Simulations of human movement have generally used an “average” subject of one

height and/or size (Delp, 1990; Wright, 1998). These models are useful for studying

many conceptual questions, however it is also desirable to study more detailed questions

which may be subject specific. We know that models are sensitive to changes in

musculoskeletal geometry (Brand et al, 1982; Hoy et al., 1990; White et al., 1989). We

also know that different people use different movement patterns. Using an “average”

subject makes the assumption that the anthropometric differences between people are not

responsible for the differences in movement patterns. If this assumption is invalid, then

the simulation will result in errors in muscle stimulation patterns, which will cause errors

in calculations of muscle forces and joint loading.

A three-dimensional forward dynamics simulation model was developed (Wright,

1998) using the DADS software package (version 8.5, CADSI, Coralville IA). The model

represented a male of 180 cm height with a mass of 75 kg, with the geometry taken from

Delp (1990). The five subjects used to validate the model varied in height from 169.1 to

178.7 cm, and in weight from 67.5 to 96.7 kg. The model was not scaled to each subject’s

geometry and weight. For one subject (Subject 1), whose geometry and weight were

close to the model, the simulation results closely matched experimental data. However,

the simulation was not as close for the other four subjects.

The purpose of this study was to assess whether scaling the model to each subject

resulted in a better prediction of the experimental data for a running movement.

METHODS

The right thigh, patella, shank, talus, foot, forefoot and toes were each modeled as a rigid

body, while the rest-of-body segment represented the pelvis, trunk, left leg, arms and
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head. Each segment was defined by its length, mass and inertial properties. The model

was actuated by 17 muscles, and via points and cylinders were added to give the muscles

more realistic lines of action. Given the input of a subject’s initial conditions (joint angles

and velocities at touchdown), the muscle stimulations were optimized by minimizing the

difference between the average measured and simulated kinematics and normalized

ground reaction forces (GRFs).  The cost function was evaluated as the closeness of fit of

the simulated movement to the measured movement data.

The aspects of the model which required scaling included segment lengths and

widths, segment masses and moments of inertia, joint stiffnesses and constraints, muscle

origins, insertions, via points and cylinders, and muscle model parameters. Each subject’s

height, weight, segment lengths and girths, and pelvis, knee and ankle widths were

measured. Segment dimensions were scaled from these measurements. The segmental

masses, centers of mass and moments of inertia were calculated using the regression

equations of Chandler et al. (1975). Optimal contractile element lengths and tendon slack

lengths were estimated based on relative muscle lengths between the subject and the

existing model. For the other variables, the model was scaled for Subjects 2-5 based on

the measurements of that subject relative to Subject 1. Subject 1 was chosen because the

previous (unscaled) simulation results for this subject were closest to experimental data

(Figure 1a,b). Subject 1 was also close in body size to the model. Muscle origin, insertion

and via point coordinates for each subject were scaled using relative segment lengths and

widths. In short, Y-coordinates (vertical) were scaled by segment lengths, and X- and Z-

coordinates (anterior-posterior and medio-lateral) were scaled by anterior superior iliac

spine (ASIS), femoral epicondylar or malleoli width. The cylinder radii at via points

were scaled by the relative segment width. Joint stiffnesses and damping constants were

scaled by the joint width3. Fmax for each of the muscles in the existing model was

calculated by the relative thigh or shank girth.

Finally, the model was scaled to the measurements of subjects 2-5, and the simulation

was run using the original muscle activations for each subject. The changes in kinematics

and the vertical ground reaction force (GRF) with respect to experimental data were

analyzed graphically. For the subject who had, in general, the biggest changes in
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simulation results after the model was scaled, the simulation was re-optimized.

Kinematics and the vertical GRF were examined again.

RESULTS

When the model was scaled to the measurements of Subjects 2-5, the largest

kinematic changes were seen in the sagittal plane. Subject 2 had the largest changes in

ankle, knee and hip flexion, and the second largest changes in vertical GRF (Figures 1-4).

When the simulation was re-optimized for Subject 2, the changes in the kinematics and

vertical GRF were small compared to the original model (Figures 1-4). Overall, the cost

function was 28% higher for the scaled model. When comparing the muscle stimulations

between the original and the scaled, re-optimized model, the largest changes were seen

for the glutei and hamstrings groups (Figures 5,6).
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DISCUSSION and CONCLUSIONS

Not surprisingly, the scaled but unoptimized simulation was not closer to

experimental results when compared to the original simulation. Once the scaled model

was re-optimized, the simulation predicted kinematics and vertical GRF close to the

original model, however the muscle stimulation patterns were different. The pattern for

the glutei seemed to have been improved since they were stimulated before touchdown.

The hamstrings were not improved by scaling, as the magnitude was much lower than

experimental measurements.

Although the cost function was higher for the scaled model, this may not be an

accurate measure of the closeness of fit.  The cost function evaluates fit based on all the

joint angles (in/external rotation, ab/adduction as well as flexion/extension), and all three

components of the ground reaction force without prioritizing which variables are more

important.  For the running movement, the flexion angles and vertical GRF were

considered to be the most important variables to study.

Another reason the scaled model was not improved may be the limitations to the

muscle stimulation patterns.  Currently, the muscles are only able to switch on or off, and

to stay at only one level of stimulation.  It would be possible to improve this aspect of the

model, however it would require much more computation time.

For the one subject re-optimized so far, scaling does not seem to make a difference.

The muscle stimulations were affected but not necessarily improved.  However, it is not

possible to say if this is true in general.  This study will be completed by re-optimizing

the model for the other 3 subjects.
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1 Introduction

Dynamical simulations of biomechanical mo-
dels within a rigid body framework are beco-
ming more and more important. In addition with
increasing computer power the models them-
selves become more complex, i.e. they include
many segments, muscles, sensors and numeri-
cally costly control schemes. With BIOMEX2
we present a software package, specifically de-
signed for efficient simulations of such com-
plex biomechanical systems. BIOMEX2 is writ-
ten entirely in C and is testet under Linux on
Intel and Dec-Alpha architectures. Fig. 1 shows
its modules.

BIOMEX 2

Control Interface * most realistic
* real time

Animation

RIBOSIM
Rigid Body Simulation

Muscle Model

Sensor Models

* Muscles
* Segments

Databases
* Sensors

Fig. 1: Modules of the BIOMEX2 software
package

2 Description of the BIO-
MEX2 package

2.1 Databases

Databases are available for both human muscles
and segments. The local coordinate systems of
220 bones is defined as is the localisation of the

joints in these coordinate systems, and the ty-
pe of joint between two articulating bones (see
Fig. 2). In addition the data of human muscles
with 608 individual muscle paths are stored in
the muscle database (see Fig. 3). For simula-
tion purposes the number of the segments, the
composition of the segments, and the number of
muscles can be individually choosen according
to the movements, thereby adapting the proces-
sing load to the compexity of the task.

Fig. 2: Human skeleton,
comprising 220 differnt
bones.

Fig. 3: Human mus-
culo-skeletal system
with 608 individual
muscle paths.

2.2 Sensor models

A variety of biological and technical sensors
can be accessed from a library, including ten-
don forces, reaction forces, segmental and an-
gular accelarations and a model of the human
vestibular organ.



2.3 The muscle model

For a realistic decription the muscle geometry
must be complemented by a model of the non-
linear muscle dynamics. In our simulations we
use a two stage SISO-model [1] of the Hill ty-
pe, which includes a prediction of muscle forces
for positive velocities, i.e. when the muscle is
actually lengthening during activation.

2.4 RIBOSIM, a rigid body simula-
tion tool

2.4.1 The general equations of motion

The rigid body system is internally represented
in natural coordinates [2], resulting in the des-
criptor form of the differential algebraic equati-
ons

M �q +GT� = f Dynamic eq.

g(q) = 0 Constraint eq.
(1)

M is the systems mass matrix,G is the Ja-
cobi matrix of the constraints,q are the systems’
coordinates, lambda are the Lagrange parame-
ters andf are the external forces. Two differen-
tiations of the constraint equations with respect
to time lead to

M �q +GT� = f

G�q = 
(2)

with G = gq =
@g

@q
and := � _qgqq _q.

2.4.2 The structure of the rigid body system

Rigid body systems are represented in form of a
tree. Each node of the tree can be a normal seg-
ment or a closed loop (see above), resulting in a
hierachical ordered system (see Fig. 4).

Intersegmental connections are established
by additional constraint equations, resulting in
differential equations of the i-th segment in a
tree [3] of

Mi�qi +GT
i �i = fi �

X
succ.j

Cnj
�nj

Gi�qi = i + Ci�qpre.

(3)

The sum is over all successors of thei-th seg-
ment.Cnj

is the part of the Jacobi matrix of the
intersegmental constraints that contains the par-
tial derivations concerning the coordinates of the
more proximal segment.

The usage of natural coordinates in connec-
tion with a description of the bodies in the coor-
dinate system of the base of their inertial tensor
results in 12-dimensional, diagonal mass matri-
ces of the single bodies.

Body

BodyBodyBody

Body

Body

Body

Body

Body

Closed
Loop

Body

Closed
Loop

Fig. 4 Hirarchical tree-structure of multi body
systems.

The algorithm to solve for the left hand si-
de of the system (3) makes use of the speci-
al topology of the tree-structure, resulting in a
O(number of nodes)-class.

2.4.3 Closed loops

Closed kinematic loops have to be opened at an
arbitrary intersegmental connection. The cons-
traintsgloop, responsible for closing the loop have
to be taken into account separately. I.e. denoting
byT the (sub)system matrix with chain configu-
ration, byy :=

�
�q

�loc

�
the accelerations and local

multipliers and byh :=
�

f

loc

�
the local exter-



nal forces and local curvature information, the
system may be written in the same form as (3)

T �q +GT
loop�loop = h�

X
succ.j

Cnj
�nj

Gloop�q = loop + C�qpre.

(4)

allowing for a recursive algorithm to efficiently
solve the complete system of equations for all
levels of the tree hirarchie.

2.4.4 Integration

The user can choose from a library of integra-
tors, which comprises currently a Runga-Kutta-
Fehlberg 4/5 method with varibale stepsize and
an Adams-Bashford-Moulten method with va-
riable stepsize and order.

The equations of motion are integrated eit-
her directly or by inverse dynamical integration
[4] with the result of less factorizations of the
system matrix.

Due to the algebraic constraints that were
differentiated twice, integrating the system (3)
leads to a drift of the numerical solution from
the constraint manifold. This is remedied by
projection technique using Moore-Penrose Ite-
ration [5], resulting in an even more accurate so-
lution.

2.4.5 Contact points - discontinuities in the
constraints

Each segment can be assigned an arbitrary num-
ber of contact points. Off the ground, their con-
tact conditions have to be monitored. Each new
contact of a segment, that was without contact
before, result formally in a closed loop with its
more proximal node in the graph. During con-
tact the respective contraint forces decide about
the break-up of the contact point.

The change in the number of points contac-
ting the ground result in a change - or disconti-
nuity - in the number of constraints.

These dicontinuities are detected by locali-
zing the zeros of respective switching functions

by an integrator with interpolation capabilities.
After each integration step it is checked, whe-
ther the sign of any switching function has chan-
ged. If this is the case, the integration process is
restarted with the new set of constraints just af-
ter the switching point.

2.4.6 Animation

There exist two interfaces for animation. One
for realtime purposes and one for a most rea-
listic output. The realtime interface allows for a
visual supervision of the simulations in the X-
Windows System. The realistic output is achie-
ved using the external raytracer POVRAY.

2.4.7 Control Interface

For programming a controller, the BIOMEX2
package provides an interface that gives as out-
put the sensor data and expects as inputs either
joint torques or muscle activations.

3 Examples and Tests

The software package is currently (Feb. 1999)
tested with standing/walking paradigms for dif-
ferent models. Among others are simulations of
a simple walking machine with 2 inner degrees
of freedoms and one point contact on either foot
and simulation experiments of the stance/gait-
control of a paraplegic patient with an artifical
controller for the lower limbs. Both will be de-
monstrated at the conference.
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INTRODUCTION

Application of forward dynamics modeling and simulation of the musculoskeletal system

contributes increasingly to our understanding of intermuscular co-ordination in complex movements.

Typically, neural input to the muscles is the input to such models, and the resulting kinematics is the

output obtained through numerical solution of the set of differential equations describing the musculo-

skeletal system modeled. Finding the neural inputs that optimize a task-specific objective function has

been found to be far from trivial. Even though, theoretically, it is a dynamic optimization problem that

has to be solved, it is commonly reformulated as a parameter optimization problem: the neural inputs

are parametrized and the problem then is to find the values of these parameters that optimize the

objective function. For a relatively simple problem such as maximum-height squat jumping, several

optimization algorithms have been shown to converge to a (near) optimal solution. However, recently

we have found that for more complex problems such as countermovement jumping and isokinetic

sprint cycling, the optimization space is so “bumpy” that these algorithms are not at all successful in

identifying a (near) optimal solution. In this paper we provide a description of a class of optimization

algorithms commonly referred to as genetic algorithms, investigate their applicability to the type of

optimization problems outlined above and investigate the feasibility of parallel processing during such

optimizations.

GENETIC ALGORITHMS FOR OPTIMIZATION

Genetic algorithms find their inspiration in the notion that evolution tends to optimize the

genetic material with respect to the environmental demands through a process of variation and

selection (Holland, 1975). Translation of an optimization problem into evolutionary terms is

straightforward: the optimization parameters are encoded in the genetic material (the "chromo-

somes") and the objective function defines the environmental demands. The simulated evolution-

ary process is started by randomly producing a population of chromosomes (step 1) and



evaluating the "fitness" of each of these on the basis of the corresponding value of the objective

function (step 2). Subsequently, a reproduction scheme is applied in which the fitter chromosomes

are more likely to participate than the less fit ones. More precisely, an intermediate population

(the "parent" population) is formed, in which the fitter chromosomes of the current population

appear more often than the less fit ones. After that, a new population (the "offspring" population)

is created through recombination of the chromosomes in the parent population (step 3). This

results in a new generation of chromosomes that is likely to contain fitter members than its parent

generation. As the latter two steps are repeated over many generations, the quality of the genetic

material is likely to improve, leading ultimately to a situation where the fittest chromosome

encodes a set of values for the optimization parameters that is (near) optimal.

Before the process is started, two choices have to be made. The first one concerns the way in

which the optimization parameters are encoded in the chromosomes, for which several approaches

have been described (Davies, 1991). The second one concerns the size of the population, that is the

number of chromosomes used and thus the number of simulations to be performed in each generation.

Regarding the first choice to be made, it has been found that for the type of problems considered here,

the classical approach is suitable: a chromosome is modeled as a string of bits. This implies that each of

the optimization parameters must be discretized. Thus, if 12 bits are used to represent the value of each

of 20 optimization parameters, then each of these parameters can take on 4096 different discrete

values, and the total chromosome will consist of 12*20 = 240 bits. Regarding the second choice to be

made, we have found that for optimization problems with the number of parameters lying between 6

and 50, a population size of 100 is adequate.

The key to a successful genetic algorithm lies in the implementation choices to be made in step 3.

Given that the relative fitness of a chromosome determines the probability of its appearance in the

parent population (that is, a chromosome with a fitness of 10n will be selected 10 times more often

than a chromosome with a fitness of n), one important choice to be made concerns how values of the

objective function for each chromosome are mapped onto fitness values. Using the objective function

value itself as the fitness value fails in cases where all chromosomes produce objective function values

far from zero (e.g. all chromosomes producing between 900 and 1000 W. power output in an

optimization of sprint cycling), since this results in a marginal reproductive advantage of the better

chromosomes. Windowing would work in this case but would fail in case there is at least one very

unsuccessful chromosome in the population. For the type of problems considered here, "linear



normalization" has been found successful. That is, the worst chromosome is assigned a fitness of zero,

the second worst a fitness of one, etc.

The second important part of step 3 concerns the reproduction operators that should be used to

generate offspring. A large number of operators has been suggested in literature (Davies, 1991).

Generally speaking, reproduction operators can be divided in two main groups: mutation operators and

crossover operators. Mutation operators apply to a single chromosome. In the simplest case, one or

more bits of the chromosome are randomly flipped. Crossover operators apply to two chromosomes.

Parts of one parent chromosome and parts of another parent chromosome are recombined to produce

a child chromosome. Our implementation currently contains ten reproduction operators. Furthermore,

the effectiveness of operators in producing offspring with high fitness is monitored, and the probability

of application of each operator is adapted such that in future generations effective operators are applied

more frequently than less effective ones.

PARALLEL EVALUATION OF CHROMOSOME FITNESS

Convergence of genetic algorithms is generally slow. However, as all chromosomes that are part

of a population encode a possible solution that is independent from the information in the other

chromosomes, the fitness of chromosomes can be evaluated in parallel. As the evaluation of chromo-

some fitness is the most time consuming part of the optimization process, the reduction of execution

time that can be realized through parallelization is significant.

Parallelization can be implemented in various ways. We implemented a parallelization scheme

that is applicable on different distributed memory architectures without being dependent on third party

software. Using sockets in the Internet domain, connections between a client process and any number

of server processes on different CPU's can be realized, provided that each CPU is identifiable through a

unique Internet address. This parallelization scheme is applicable on both multiprocessor

supercomputers like the IBM SP and a LAN of personal computers.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Optimization of maximum-height vertical jumping. In previous work on maximum-height

squat jumping, both a downhill simplex and a quadratic programming method were found to be

successful in identifying a (near) optimal solution, as long as a reasonable initial guess was

provided for the (six) optimization parameters. However, for the somewhat more complicated



problem of countermovement jumping (twelve optimization parameters), these algorithms failed.

In contrast, our genetic algorithm, which does not need an initial guess, converged to a (near)

optimal solution in both cases. For a simple problem such as squat jumping, the genetic algorithm

has the disadvantage that it requires approximately ten times more evaluations of the objective

function.

Optimization of maximum-power isokinetic sprint cycling. The genetic algorithm was also used

to find the two (on/off) times eight (muscle groups) switch times that maximize the power delivered to

the crank while ensuring periodicity (Soest and Casius submitted), because the downhill simplex

method failed completely for this task. In order to ensure periodicity, we included the value of the

initial state vector in the vector of optimization parameters, making its dimension 34. Running the

optimization 6 times independently resulted in power outputs that were all within 4% and were close to

experimental values reported in literature. At 120 crank revolutions per minute, an optimization

required about 500 hours on a single 120 Mhz Pentium processor, thus necessitating parallelization.

Execution times when using ten, twenty and thirty of these processors dropped to 55, 27 and 18 hours

respectively. In conclusion, the genetic algorithm has been found successful in identifying (near)

optimal solutions. Furthermore, it has been found that parallelization is extremely powerful in reducing

the execution time of genetic algorithms when applied to optimization problems in the field of

musculoskeletal modeling.
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INTRODUCTION
During the past thirty or more years the long jump has received considerable attention in the

literature. Papers can be broadly separated into three categories, which we, for lack of better ter-
minology, will describe as the experimental, the theoretical and the simulation category, being
aware that large overlappings exist. The main purpose of most papers from either category has
been to establish relationships between various parameters of the jump, e.g. approach velocity or
takeoff angle, and performance, i.e. jump length. The large group of experimental papers (e.g.
Hay and Nohara, 1990; Herzog, 1986; Lees et al., 1994) has typically attempted to establish these
relationships via measurements of athletes performing long jumps in either competition or labo-
ratory settings. The smaller group of theoretical papers (e.g. Ramey, 1974; Ward-Smith, 1986)
typically manipulates some mechanics equation(s) for a relatively simple model of a long jumper
to attain this goal. Finally, the approach of the simulation papers, which constitute the smallest
group (e.g. Alexander, 1990; Hatze, 1981; Ridka-Drdacka, 1986), has been to employ models of
varying sophistication in computer simulations and in some cases optimizations.

With the experimental approach using elite athletes it is often difficult to obtain a sufficient
variability in the measured parameters, which could affect the establishment of the investigated
relationships (Lees et al., 1994). With the theoretical approach all input parameters to the equa-
tions of movement can be controlled. However, a disadvantage occurs under practical circum-
stances, where it is highly unlikely that these parameters are independent (Ramey, 1974); they are
more likely coupled in complex non-linear relationships, making it difficult to describe analytically
how changes in one input parameter affect the others.

The current understanding of the long jump takeoff reflects this complexity. There is general
agreement on the importance of high approach velocity (Hay, 1993), but how for instance ap-
proach velocity, stance time, push-off force, vertical and horizontal takeoff velocity, path of the
center of gravity and ultimately jump length are related is still controversial (Hay, 1986). Such
knowledge can enhance the understanding of the dynamics of the long jump, and may furthermore
help coaches decide whether the technique of their athletes needs adjustment.

Data of muscle function, e.g. force and contraction velocity, which has been obtained via
inverse dynamics analysis for a large variety of movements, has not been reported for long jump
takeoff, possibly because the substantial impact encountered at touch down makes an inverse dy-
namics calculation highly sensitive to the smoothing procedure. Data of this kind can help coaches
recommend training regimens to their athletes, and furthermore be used in assessment of injury
mechanisms.

A muscle driven simulation model provides a possibility for circumventing these problems
to a certain degree. Thus, the purpose of the present study was to develop such a model intended
for studies on long jump takeoff dynamics and optimization of performance as well as for studies



on muscle function and injury mechanisms. Applications of the model are reported elsewhere (Sø-
rensen et al., 1999; 1999a; 1999b).

METHODS
We developed a two-dimensional, sagittal plane, musculo-skeletal model with six segments:

trunk, thighs, shanks and right foot. Frictionless revolute joints connected the segments. Each
segment, with the exception of the right foot, was subdivided into a rigid skeletal segment and a
soft tissue segment. The soft tissue segments were modeled as point masses and connected to the
center of mass of the respective skeletal segments by linear spring-damper elements, allowing
relative movement in any sagittal plane direction. Segment lengths and inertial parameters were
obtained from Winter (1990) using height and body mass from a world class long jumper. Mass
distribution between skeletal and soft tissue segments was calculated according to Gruber et al.
(1998).

Eight major muscle groups were included in the takeoff leg of the model: tibialis anterior,
soleus, gastrocnemius, vasti, rectus femoris, hamstrings, iliopsoas and glutei. Each muscle group
was represented by a three-component Hill-model from van Soest and Bobbert (1993), mathe-
matically formulated as an ordinary differential equation (ODE). Parameter values for the muscles
were obtained from van Soest and Bobbert (1993) and Friederich and Brand (1990). Specifically,
the maximal isometric force for each muscle group was calculated as physiological cross sectional
area (Friederich and Brand, 1990) multiplied by a specific tension value of 40 N⋅cm-2 (Yoshihuku
and Herzog, 1990), scaled by a factor of 1.5 to account for the larger muscle strength of a world
class long jumper. The muscles were bang-bang stimulated and activation dynamics was modeled
as an additional ODE according to He et al. (1991).

Vertical and horizontal ground reaction forces (GRF) were implemented as a spring-damper
element and a dry frictional force element, respectively, as described by Gerritsen et al. (1995).
However, to compensate for our rigid model's lack of damping in shoe, heel pad, bones and joints,
and its inability to rotate the foot from inversion to eversion during touch down, we used a verti-
cal GRF element approximately half as stiff as these authors.

Each simulation spanned the entire takeoff time. Optimization was carried out by iterative
simulations according to an algorithm by Bremermann (1971). Two different optimization proce-
dures were employed: tracking and performance optimization.

Cost function for the tracking procedure was minimization of the root-mean-square differ-
ence between the model's and the real long jumper's vertical GRF. Optimized parameters included
muscle stimulation turn-on and turn-off times, initial kinematics, and spring constant and damping
coefficient for the coupling forces between skeletal and soft tissue segments.

During the performance optimization the previously optimized coupling force parameters
were used in the model, and only muscle stimulation timing and initial kinematics were optimized.
Forward angular momentum calculated as prescribed by Herzog (1986) was constrained to 25
kg⋅m2⋅s-1, which was the value obtained from the tracking procedure. The cost function for the
performance optimization was maximization of jump length calculated from kinematic takeoff pa-
rameters and the ballistic equation.

The model was implemented on an Octane R10000 workstation (Silicon Graphics Inc) us-
ing the DADS multi-body simulation software (v. 8.5, CADSI, Coralville, IA), with Fortran mod-
ules added for muscle modeling and optimization code written in Matlab.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 1 shows that the tracking procedure was quite successful. However, because our model

was developed by tracking data from only one observation of a real jumper, we could not evaluate
the validity of the model by any statistics calculated from the tracked data. Instead, we compared
other aspects of the model's behavior with measurements not used for development of the model,
specifically kinematics and muscle stimulation timing. The optimized initial kinematics as well as
the model's kinematic behavior during stance phase was in good agreement with data from both
the real jumper and the literature, e.g. knee angle of the takeoff leg (Fig. 2); the model touches
down with the knee extended approximately 2° more than the real jumper, proceeds to flex it ap-
proximately 4° more when it is flexed the most, and takes off with the knee extended approxi-
mately 3° more. Unfortunately we do not have electromyographic (EMG) data from our real long
jumper, but the model's muscle stimulation timing was in good agreement with the only EMG
data from long jump in the literature (Kyröläinen et al., 1989).
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The spring constant and damping coefficient for the coupling forces between the skeletal
and soft tissue segments were optimized during the tracking procedure to 232 kN⋅m-1 and 479
N⋅s⋅m-1, respectively; this spring constant value is somewhat larger than the 100 kN⋅m-1 used by
Cole et al. (1996) for their trunk soft tissue segment. However, our 232 kN⋅m-1 is a common
value optimized for trunk, thighs and shanks simultaneously. The value for our damping coeffi-
cient is in close agreement with Gruber et al. (1998).

For the performance optimized model, muscle stimulation timing was almost similar to the
tracking model, while GRF and kinematics deviated more from the real jumper's data compared to
the tracking model. However, magnitude, duration and overall shape of the GRF curve were still
realistic (Fig. 1). The model's knee angle values at touch down, most flexed and take off, 159°,
133° and 165° (Fig. 2), respectively, are all within range reported in the literature (e.g. Kyröläinen
et al., 1989; Lees et al., 1994), although 133° ranks among the smallest values.

The angular momentum constraint was imposed to ensure proper model behavior during the
non-simulated flight phase and landing. Twenty-five kg⋅m2⋅s-1, obtained from the tracking proce-
dure, was larger than the real jumper's 12 kg⋅m2⋅s-1 and the up to 20 kg⋅m2⋅s-1 reported in the lit-
erature (Herzog, 1986). However, the model contained most of the excess forward angular mo-
mentum in the trunk, and since it has no trunk extensor muscles, we consider 25 kg⋅m2⋅s-1 reson-
able.

In conclusion, we have developed a muscle driven simulation model of the long jump take-
off. The tracking optimized model moved very similar to a real jumper, and was thus considered



valid for studies on muscle function during long jump take off. Movements of the performance
optimized model were less similar to the real jumper, but still realistic, hence we consider the
model valid for experiments on long jump takeoff dynamics as described in the introduction.
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INTRODUCTION

      In Men's Artistic Gymnastics the current trend in high bar dismounts is to perform two

backward somersaults in the layout position with a number of twists.  Of all the dismounts

performed by elite male gymnasts it is the double layout somersault dismounts which require the

most rotation (Brüggemann et al., 1994: Kerwin et al., 1990).  However, Hiley (1998) showed

that gymnasts are able to produce more rotation than is required for the double layout somersault

dismount.  In addition observations of elite male gymnasts have shown that two different

techniques may be adopted in the accelerated giant circle prior to release for the double layout

somersault dismount (Figure 1).  The following questions which arose were addressed by this

study:  "What is the best technique for increasing rotation?" and "How much rotation can a

gymnast generate using the accelerated backward giant circles prior to release?".  These

questions were addressed using a computer simulation model of a gymnast and high bar.

"traditional"                            "scooped"

Figure 1.  Two types of accelerated backward giant circles.

METHODS

      A four segment model was developed comprising arms, torso, thigh and lower leg (Figure 2).

The elastic properties of the bar and the gymnast's shoulder structure were modelled as damped

linear springs.  The inertia data for the model were obtained from anthropometric measurements

of an elite male gymnast using the inertia model of Yeadon (1990).  Joint angle time histories in

the form of piecewise quintic functions of time were input to the model. Joint torques predicted

by the simulation model were limited using subject specific muscle data collected using an



isokinetic dynamometer (King et al., 1996).  Output from the model included the linear and

angular momentum of the model.

The simulation model was evaluated using kinetic and kinematic data recorded from the

elite gymnast performing accelerated backward giant circles.  Two video cameras were used to

record the subject performing accelerated giant circles on a high bar instrumented with strain

gauges.  The simulation model was driven using the joint angle time histories obtained from the

video analysis.  The whole body rotation angle (the angle made by the line joining the mass

centre of the model to the neutral bar location) estimated by the simulation model was compared

with the value obtained from the video analysis.  A similar comparison was made between the

reaction forces estimated by the simulation model and those recorded from the instrumented high

bar.

arm

torso

thigh
lower leg

Figure 2.  The simulation model of the high bar and gymnast.

      The simulation model was implemented with a simulated annealing algorithm (Goffe et al.,

1994) which was used to maximise the number of straight somersaults the model could perform

after 1¾ accelerated backward giant circles.  This criterion was chosen since it depended not only

on the angular momentum about the model's mass centre but also the time of the flight phase of

the dismount.  Prior to release the model was allowed to flex and extend twice at both the hip and

shoulder joints.  The optimisation algorithm manipulated the parameters which defined the joint

angle time histories and the angle at which the model released the high bar in order to determine

the optimum technique.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

      The simulation model was able to estimate the rotation angle to within 5° on average during a

simulation with a rotation angle of 540° (Figure 3).  On average the simulation model was able to

estimate the reaction forces to within 10% of those recorded from the instrumented high bar.

The optimum technique is shown in Figure 4.  It can be seen that the optimum technique

more closely resembles the traditional backward giant circle technique than the scooping

technique (Figure 1).  Using this technique the model was capable of performing 2.73 straight

somersaults in the subsequent flight phase.  If the arms of the model were lowered to the sides

shortly after releasing the bar the model would have sufficient rotation to complete a triple layout

somersault dismount (Figure 5).
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Figure 3.  Evaluation of the simulation model using rotation angle.

Figure 4.  The optimum technique for the backward giant circle.

Figure 5.  Performing the triple layout from the optimum backward giant circle.



Sensitivity analyses were performed on the strength of the muscle models and the timing of

the release of the bar.  With the strength of the muscle models reduced by 10% the optimisation

algorithm was allowed to search for a solution close to the global optimum.  With the reduced

muscle strength the model was capable of producing 2.64 straight somersaults.  In order to

complete the triple layout somersault dismount the model would need to maintain a slight angle

at the hips during the first two somersaults and then pike down during the final somersault

(Figure 6).  The timing of the release of the bar was varied around that of the optimum technique

to test the sensitivity.  Keeping other aspects of the optimum technique unaltered the model

would have been able to release anywhere within a 0.04 s window and safely complete the triple

layout.

Gymnasts are currently able to perform triple piked somersault dismounts with a relatively

open piked position.  Why then are gymnasts not performing the triple layout?  Two possible

explanations are offered.  Firstly, from the sensitivity analysis the timing of the release is critical

with there being only a small window for success.  The second reason is related to the control of

the twist in an unstable straight somersault.  Due to the rapid rotation required the gymnasts may

be in a situation where there is insufficient feedback time to control the build-up of twist (Yeadon

& Mikulcik, 1996).
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INTRODUCTION

Biomechanical and aerodynamic studies and simulations have been conducted on a variety of
throwing motions. Previous studies have presented simple models for the mechanics of fly
casting (Spolek, 1986; Robson, 1990), but none has examined the effects of fly rod taper and
other properties on casting performance in a fully dynamical context. This study presents and
compares casting motions and line behaviors from actual casts and uses finite element
simulations to examine the influence of rod taper and casting motion on fly line travel.

If the more mundane requirements of fishing are ignored, and the quality of a cast is judged by
the distance it achieves, it is possible to define an optimal cast. In this sense, an optimal cast is
one that minimizes aerodynamic drag. One of the most important factors in determining drag is
loop height (Spolek, 1986). Loop height can be loosely defined as the distance between the top
and bottom portions of the travelling fly line. Initially, loop height is determined by the path that
the rod tip follows as the line is accelerated.

Fig. 1 Loop height induces drag and is a critical determinant of casting performance.

This study addresses the question of whether there is a particular rod design that facilitates the
creation of optimal casts. Do different rod designs change loop height and line speed? If so,
how? The answer to this question requires the consideration of the inputs that a caster applies to
a rod. In general, the casting motion involves contributions from both hands of the caster. The
behavior of a fly line is the result of the physical properties of the rod, the motion that the caster
imparts to the rod, and the interaction between these factors. If a caster attempts consciously or
unconsciously to achieve a line configuration that minimizes drag he must vary his casting
motion for rods with different physical properties.

The study presented here has two components. The first involves the examination of actual casts
and the comparison of rod behavior, line speed, and loop height for those casts. It includes the
measurement and comparison of the casting motions that produced those results. The second
portion utilizes measured casting inputs to provide boundary conditions for a finite element
model of the casting process. It includes a comparison of the measured and model results, and an



examination of the effect of variation of rod properties and caster inputs on loop height and line
speed.

METHODS

Casting motions and line behaviors for four rods were analyzed using high speed video. Two
dimensional data collection was accomplished using three synchronized 120 hz digital cameras
and Motion Analysis software as shown in Figs 2 and 3. One camera captured the forward
motion of the entire rod. Another camera captured translations and rotations of the rod handle,
and a third camera captured the first few meters of fly line travel.

Fig. 2 Camera and caster locations used during data collection.

Paths of up to 14 rod and line markers were used to calculate velocities and accelerations of the
rod tip and the fly line. Caster inputs were determined from the travel of rod markers near the
handle, and from the distance between markers on the line and the rod tip.

Fig. 3 A frame from the view of camera 3 illustrating rod marker placement, and typical rod tip
path. Note that even though the rod experiences large deflections, the rod tip moves in a
relatively straight line during the middle portion of the cast.

Before a dynamic finite element model was constructed, the bending stiffness EI(x) and mass
distribution m(x) of each the four rods studied was determined. Piecewise linear least-squares fits
to measurements of inside and outside rod diameters were used to determine cross sectional area
moments of inertia I(x) along the rod. Next the rods were loaded with a known force and tip



deflections were measured. Rods were divided into approximately 100 elements with
characteristic length of about 3 cm. Values of elastic modulus E were adjusted in the static finite
element models until measured and calculated rod tip deflections matched. Element stiffness was
further adjusted for additional rod components (guides and epoxy).

Dynamic finite element models used measured translations and rotations of the rod handle as
boundary conditions. All modeling was accomplished with the finite element program
ABAQUS. Two node cubic beam elements ( ABAQUS element type B23) were used for all
dynamic simulations.

RESULTS

Calculations of rod stiffness revealed clear design differences between the four rods
compared (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Stiffness as a function of length for all four rods. The peak in stiffness near the midpoint
of the rods is due to a joint between the two (upper and lower) rod sections. The largest stiffness
differences occur near the handle of the rod.

Rod stiffness differences were reflected in caster input differences for the four rods.
Stiffer rods generally experienced smaller horizontal and vertical translations during casting. Fig.
5 shows the net handle displacement during casts for four rods.

Fig. 5 Handle displacement during casting for four rods. At the start of each cast, displacement is
(0,0). Displacements are shown in two groups. The upper grouping correspond to the rods with
the greatest stiffness in Fig. 4.



Fig. 6 shows the different line behaviors produced by two of the four rods. It compares line
velocities and loop heights produced by one of the rods with the greatest stiffness to those
produced by one of the rods with the least.

Figure 6: Line speeds and loop heights for two of the four rods compared.  The sp rod has the
least stiffness of the 4 rods and the sp+ has the second largest (Fig. 4).

CONCLUSIONS

Preliminary results indicate a relationship between rod stiffness and line behavior. Casting
motions were shown to vary for rods of different stiffness. Presumably these variations are
attempts to achieve a cast that is close to what the caster views as optimal. The fact that there are
differences in line behavior despite these changes suggests that some combination of rod
characteristics has an inherent influence on loop height and line speed.

Future dynamic finite element studies will focus on these influences. Rod stiffness will be varied
for constant boundary conditions, and boundary conditions will be varied for the same rod.
Relationships between line behavior and these factors will be examined.
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INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present a system of programs for the simulation and the dynamic analysis of sport
exercises with particular regard to fencing.

Fencing is a combat sport where the relationships between the performance and the physical
and physiological characteristics are difficult to asses.   Fencing coaches affirm that the most
important characteristics of fencers is perhaps the quickness of the movements in response to
opponent’s actions.    This means that, first of all, the movements should be performed at a
convenient time as a response to the opponent’s actions.   Other important factors in determining
successful performance are the reaction time (RT) in response to a specific stimulus and the
accuracy of the inducted movement.  Finally, a good coordination is required.

All these factors add up determining different fencing styles whose analysis can discriminate
between advanced and novice fencers.   For instance, skilled fencers initiate a lunge by an extension
of the arm rather than with a movement of the foot and they hit the target before the lead foot strike
the floor.   Different styles result in different internal and external work, therefore in different
energy expenditure.

A kinematics and dynamic simulation program has been constructed to analyze actual
movements and to simulate the effect of variation in fencing style.    It can be profitably used to
improve performances, to optimize techniques and to explain to the athletes the effects of some
movements on the whole performance.

The package is used in conjunction with other tools devoted to the analysis of different
performance aspects like the movement coordination.
In this study, the simulation program was initially utilized for the analysis and simulation of foil
hits.   In particular we considered three classic fencing actions: arm extension only, lunge and step
with lunge.

METHODS

The model

The model of the body and the foil consists of a chain of rigid bodies composed of 13 segments
(Head and Trunk are grouped in one segment) connected by revolute joints.



To describe rigid body dynamics and kinematics we adopt a method based on homogeneous
matrices [1, 3]: both the absolute and the relative position, velocity and acceleration are described
by 4x4 matrices, as well as the inertial properties, the external actions and the momentum.

The simulation programs

Our simulation package is composed of several modules.   The main program is written in
Matlab using SpaceLib [3] which is a software library for 3D kinematics and dynamics of system of
rigid bodies.
The software package can:

execute both kinematic simulation and analysis,
perform the dynamical analysis of the system.

The motion of the body can be produced by two types of input:  1) the joint motion (angular
displacements, velocities and accelerations); or, 2) the displacements of a set of markers attached to
the athlete and to the foil.

In the case 1, the resulting whole body motion is evaluated and displayed as stick-figure
animation (see Figure 1), so that the effect of the assigned movements can be immediately
evaluated.
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Figure 1.   stick-figure animation (simulation of a lunge)

In the case 2, the program analyses the motion of the markers and supplies the time history of the
joint angles.   These data are used as inputs for the kinematic and dynamic analysis of the system.

In both cases, the program evaluates and displays the displacement, velocity, and acceleration of
any point of interest (the joint centers, the tip of the weapon, the segments and the whole body
center of mass).

The joint laws of motion can be modified or generated by a ‘law of motion preprocessor’.
Using this module, the coach can modify some joint movements (for instance collected during a
training session) in order to verify their influence on the whole performance.



The dynamic analysis of the system is performed knowing the whole body motion, and it supplies
the driving actions (forces and torques) and the constraint actions exchanged in the joints.  The
inertial parameters are estimated from a few anthropometric measurements (at least height and
weight), using regression equations built on statistical bases [2].

The program also calculates the potential and kinetic energy of the body, and their changes were
used to estimate the energy expenditure.  An analysis of experimental data of potential energy
graphs showed high intra-subjects repeatability and great variations between different subjects.
The use of the potential energy variation as a comparison factor to discriminate between skilled and
not skilled fencer and among different techniques is under verification.
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Figure 2  potential energy of two subjects of different skill during a lunge.
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Figure 3.  typical kinetic energy pattern during a lunge

Data acquisition

Since, it is quite difficult to synthesize from scratch and to synchronize the laws of motion of all
joints involved in the fencer actions, a software module was constructed to collect actual exercises
and to build the new ones by changing or modifying few joint movements.  In order to acquire the
actual joint laws of motion, several right-handed male fencers of different skill were involved in this



research.    Fifteen markers were placed on the joints and on other anatomical landmarks of the
athletes and five on the foil.   In detail, two markers were attached to the right and left shoulders,
four were fixed on elbows and on the wrist joints.  Four markers were fixed on each lower limb: one
on the lateral aspect of the great trochanter, one on the lateral femoral epicondyle, one on the lateral
malleulus of the fibula and finally one on the fifth metatarsal head.    The athletes were asked to
perform one predefined classic fencing action to hit a target.   Each movement (arm extension only
AE, lunge LO, step with lunge SL) was repeat three times.
Each subject assumed his “en-gard” position at a comfortable distance from the target and the
movement started at a visual stimulus after a vocal “ready” signal.     The 3D movement analysis
was performed by a 6 TV-camera motion measurement system (ELITE, BTS, 50 Hz) which
provided the three dimensional trajectories of the markers.

FINAL REMARKS
The software package presented in this paper was constructed at the university of Brescia and it is
currently in use in cooperation with fencing coaches and sport scientists.
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INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades tennis has been significantly changed, despite the play’s rules are

substantially the same, because new materials and technologies have been widely used in

equipment manufacturing.

Such technologies offer  new degrees of freedom to tennis equipment designers, providing

chances for remarkably differentiation of  rackets performances.  The use of light and strong fiber-

reinforced materials allows, for instance, to change substantially some fundamental racket’s

characteristics, such as the frame stiffness and mass distribution; these possibilities, as some other

design opportunities, were substantially precluded for wooden rackets.

This freedom creates some troubles to the designers, which now must precisely define the

project objectives and identify the key mechanical parameters to be tuned for achieving such

objectives. Due to these difficulties some rackets are yet designed only by a qualitative approach

mostly based on the intuition and on the experience of the sport technicians; this procedure may be

fast and profitable but  it is unlike that really innovative equipment will originate by this way.

In a rational racket optimization for power, precision, handiness, comfort and injury

prevention, computer simulation of  the system is profitable and may reduce the need of  extensive

experimental tests.

Furthermore mathematical simulation can help  in the evaluation of the effects of possible

changes for tennis equipment requirement – such as for ball properties – which  can be adopted by

the Federation in order to make tennis play more spectacular.

METHODS

Various kinds of mathematical models can be used for tennis simulation: their  adequacy

depends on the main aim of the research. For tennis player dynamic we use chains of rigid bodies

while for racket, strings, balls and impact surfaces we take in flexible bodies.

Here we deal with racket and ball dynamic taking into account the player role - which can be

only passive during the impact phase – simply by means of  an equivalent mass, evaluated as it is

described in a previous work (Casolo, Ruggieri 1991), and connected to the racket handle.

Despite the exiguous number of scientific works  concerning tennis-balls, the knowledge of



the ball behavior  during the impact is fundamental for the accurate design, analysis and

simulation of the racket.

We set up a simulation system which allows to predict ball rebound, action transmitted to

the player, ball and racket vibration components after rebound, and other parameters like impact

duration, taking into account the dynamic starting conditions and the mechanical characteristics of

ball and racket - ball pressure and string tension included - .

To build the system we developed some independent routines which manage only a portion

of the simulation and generally can be validated separately on laboratory experimental results.

Ball, frame and strings material properties have been characterized with static and dynamic

tests on specimens by means of an hydraulic testing machine.

The preliminary simulation routines based on simple models with “concentrated parameters”

are quite fast and manageable even with medium personal computers but they are too approximate

mostly because they don’t  take into account the mass distribution within the system component

(ball and racket); therefore the last version of most routines are based on finite element continuous

models which keep the program very far from being  a “real time” simulation system.

Ball model is made of 20 nodes brick elements characterized by two different set of

properties: one for the rubber shell – hyper-elastic - and one for the covering felt. The two main

causes of  ball energy waste are related to material hysteresis and to vibration. The contribution of

the internal air pressure, very important to prevent the collapse of the structure is calculated at

each time step by evaluating the variation of the ball internal volume.

The efficiency of the ball during the rebound in tennis is quite poor and is strictly related to

its maximal deformation, thus internal pressure and quality of the ball plays a fundamental role in

the shot.

Most of results have been also reached by using an axial-symmetric model, which can be

handled quite easily even if some ball vibration modes cannot be evaluated.

Ball model has been validated by means of quasi-static and dynamic tests on a hydraulic

machine (to determine the load-deflection curves) and experimental rebound tests against a rigid

wall using pressured and not pressured balls, with a range of velocity from 5 to 55 m/s. Rebound

coefficient of restitution has been evaluated both experimentally and by computer simulation.

To validate frame and strings FE models tests have been conducted to evaluate static

deflection, natural vibration frequencies and mode shapes by using rackets equipped with strain

gauges.  A special equipment has been developed to test the racket with the equivalent mass

during impact in a free-free condition. Up to now the frame model is made of  3D beam elements

in order to limit the high computational requirements related to ball model with contact elements.

An interesting simulation has been also performed in order to find how much the stringing

procedure may affect the stress distribution, the frame deformation and the real string tension



during and after racket stringing. In this test the whole suggested scheme and other stringing

procedures have been repeated with a FE model which takes into account the constraints exerted

by the stringing machine on the racket frame.

RESULTS

As an example the figure 1 shows some vibration mode shapes.  Locations of nodes is

important because if the ball hits on a node, it does not excite significantly the relative frequency

and similarly if the racket is handled on a node, for that mode the hand is not excited.

Fig.1a: vibration mode shape for a free racket (1st row) and
the for the same racket with the eq. mass(800g) on the
handle(2nd). The two main vibration freq. experimentally
measured  are 130 and 362Hz for the free racket, 116 and
364Hz for the handled one.  

Fig.1b: FE racket model
representing the geome-
trical equivalent proper-
ties of the beams.

Fig.2: F.E. simulation of ball impact against a rigid wall, images  of  ball deformation The ball
pre-impact velocity is 15.7 m/s and the 4th frame is 1.25 milliseconds after the first contact. Good
agreement is shown with a high speed film (4900 f/s).

134Hz 395Hz 399Hz 690Hz 745Hz

118Hz 314Hz 346Hz 626Hz 692Hz



Fig.3: few images from racket simulation during stringing.  The deformation scale is amplified
30 times in order to highlight the results. The stress analysis of the same structure (here not
displayed) shows also that both frame and strings are critically loaded during the process and
that the final string tensions vary considerably from string to string and can be very different
from the one theoretically imposed.

CONCLUSIONS

Preliminary tests on our models are in good agreement with experimental results, both for

static and dynamic conditions.

One of the most interesting results that we obtained with this model (and confirmed by

experimental results) is the relationship between string tension, ball velocity and COR.  We

observed that an increase of string tension or ball velocity implies a greater energy dissipation

(decrease of COR) mainly related to ball deformation.

The models developed are parametric, that is: geometric and material properties of the

frame, strings and ball can be easily changed in order to analyze their influence on equipment

performance.  This will allow us to conduct sensitivity studies and to apply optimization

techniques to tennis play.
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USE OF A FIVE SEGMENT SIMULATION MODEL IN DETERMINING

CONTRIBUTIONS TO TUMBLING PERFORMANCE
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INTRODUCTION

The performance of dynamic jumps is the result of a complex interaction between many

factors, including preflight characteristics, muscle strength and timing, and properties of external

elastic contact surfaces.  Muscle-driven simulation models of varying complexity have been

developed to give an increased understanding of the mechanics underlying jumping movements

(Alexander, 1990; Bobbert et al., 1988).  Although such models have reproduced the general

features of athletic performance, the models have relied on parameters determined from the

literature.  The aim of this study was to determine the contributions to tumbling performance in

men’s gymnastics using a subject specific torque driven computer simulation model.

METHOD

A planar five segment model consisting of a foot, shank, thigh, trunk + head and arm + hand

segments was developed for simulating the foot contact phase in tumbling (Figure 1).  The model

has four torque generators which extend the ankle, knee, hip and shoulder joints.  The elastic

properties of the tumbling track are represented by two springs which allow for horizontal and

vertical movement of the tumbling track.

The computer Fortran code implementing the described model was generated using the

Autolev software package which calculates the equations of motion using Kane's method (Kane

and Levinson, 1985).  The simulation model was customised to one elite male gymnast.

Segmental inertial parameters were calculated from anthropometric measurements of the gymnast

using the method of Yeadon (1990).  The strength of the gymnast during eccentric-concentric

contractions around the ankle, knee, hip and shoulder joints over a range of joint angles and joint

angular velocities was measured using an isokinetic dynamometer (Kin-Com 125E) and a multi-

axis goniometer (Penny and Giles).  An eccentric-concentric protocol was used to reproduce the

conditions experienced during jumping activities.  The torque parameters were then calculated by



fitting a six parameter exponential function, with each parameter expressed as a quadratic function

of joint angle, to the raw isokinetic torque / angle / angular velocity data for each joint (Figure 2).

The exponential function allowed the maximum torque that could be produced at each joint to be

calculated as a function of the joint angle and angular velocity (Figure 3).  The stiffness and

damping parameters for the elastic interface between the model and the tumbling track were

determined through optimisation, allowing the stiffness and damping parameters to vary until the

simulated performance at takeoff from the tumbling track matched the known filmed performance.

TA

tumbling track
feet

shanks

thigh

trunk + head arms + hands

TS

TH

x

z

TA = torque generator at the ankle

TK = torque generator at the knee

TH = torque generator at the hip

TS = torque generator at the shoulder

x = horizontal depression of the track

z = vertical depression of the track

TK

Figure 1.  Five segment model for tumbling.
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Figure 2.  Raw 3D surface data for the knee.
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Figure 3.  Fitted 3D surface data for the knee.

Input to the simulation model comprised the motion of the system just prior to the initial

contact of the model with the tumbling track (mass centre velocity, orientation of each segment,

angular velocity of each segment) and the time each torque generator is activated.  The output

from the model comprised whole body angular momentum about the mass centre, mass centre

velocity, orientation of each segment and the angular velocity of each segment and corresponded
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to the time of takeoff from the tumbling track.  The postflight performance of the model was then

determined using an 11 segment model of aerial movement (Yeadon, 1990).

The model was evaluated by comparing actual layout and double layout performances by the

elite gymnast with simulations of each performance.  The model was then used to establish the

contributions to performance.

RESULTS

Figure 4.  Graphics sequences of tumbling.

The first two sequences in Figure 4 compare a filmed performance of a double layout with a

simulated performance.  Changing the torque activation timings allowed a single layout somersault

actual

simulated

activations for layout

stiff tumbling track



to be achieved.  Making the tumbling track stiffer resulted in a simulation with only one and a half

somersaults in postflight.

DISCUSSION

The actual and simulated performance of layout and double layout performances were in

good agreement demonstrating that the model was able to represent the performance of the

gymnast.  The activation time histories for the four torque generators determined the type of

performance achieved.  With the same preflight it was possible to produce single or double

somersaults depending on the activation (Figure 4).  Furthermore switching off all the torque

generators in the model during the takeoff resulted in a poor performance where the ankle, knee

and hip joints collapsed.  It would therefore appear that joint torques provide a major contribution

to tumbling performance.

The simulation model was sensitive to changes in preflight characteristics and activation

timings and this suggests that a tumbler must be able to recognise slight changes in the preflight

and adjust the strategy used during the takeoff to produce the required postflight performance.

Since track stiffness affects performance the tumbler must adjust takeoff strategy accordingly.

However there would be insufficient time to react to a local change in track stiffness during the

short takeoff phase.
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Introduction Biomechanics and computer animation share a common goal in wanting
to build models which can produce realistic, natural motions. They also share tools-of-the-
trade, such as the development of physically-based simulations of articulated �gures and the
use of parameter optimization techniques to solve control problems. This talk will provide a
short overview of some of our past and present work, as well as some thoughts about future
directions.

Past and ongoing work Given that realistic motions are the product of both physics
and control, much of our work has been focussed on aspects of control. How can we create
intelligent characters which come prepackaged with speci�c motor skills, such as walking,
running, fencing, etc.? Needless to say, this is a diÆcult subject to tackle head-on, and thus
one begins by looking at speci�c subproblems.

A �rst investigation examines the capabilities and limitations of open-loop control tech-
niques. We show that virtual windup toys are capable of interesting dynamic motions.
Building on this, a second investigation adds active feedback to periodic open-loop motions
in order stabilize them, and applies this to the control of walking for a 19 d.o.f. 3D human
model. Lastly, we look at the relationship between planning and control, using a simple
hopping articulated �gure as a simple-but-informative test case. A focal point of our current
research relates to the interactive control of dynamical systems, which can exploit human
intuition and motor skills in order to explore the space of possible behaviors of a given
dynamical system.

Questions As with any rapidly evolving area of research, there are many interesting
open questions which can be posed and discussed. What are the control objectives necessary

to achieve natural motions? How can we use apriori data to calibrate the parameters of our

models? How can we represent motions at multiple levels of detail? How can we model the

evolution of a biomechanical system?

Audacious goals DiÆcult-but-attractive goals can be used to focus research e�orts
and calibrate any progress that is made. We propose three such goals: (1) A biomechanically
correct dynamic model of a galloping horse; (2) A fully-integrated human motor control
system which can successfully reproduce the motions we perform everyday; (3) A tool which
can create biomechanical and control models of humans and animals from video input alone.
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INTRODUCTION
The simulation of joint kinematics using

experimentally-collected data remains a
challenging problem. There exist very few
papers in the literature which describe
computer graphics simulation of joint motion
using experimentally-interpolated kinematics
data.1-3 Unfortunately, even the methods which
are described have drawbacks: several image
datasets are needed (which increases the
radiation to the subject if X-rays are used),
and/or the investigated motions were not
dynamic. This paper presents a method that
allows computer graphics animation of a 3D
joint model by the use of data captured from a
goniometer. Preliminary results are presented.

METHODS
Morphological data from medical

imaging (CT Scan) was collected to allow the
construction of 3D models of the joint of
interest. Kinematics data of the movement of
the joint was collected by electrogoniometry.

The basic idea of the research was to
combine these two sets of data to provide an
accurate simulation of the joint movement.

The data processing required several
steps; to date, the method has been applied
only to in vitro studies, but in vivo
implementation of the method should also
follow the protocol described below (see also
Discussion):

�� Medical Imaging (Helical CT Scan) was
used to collect surface data of both the
joint of interest and external landmarks
(diameter = 1mm). Two sets of data were
collected: one at the level of the landmarks

and the other at the joint-of-interest level.
Standard clinical helical sequences were
used (thickness: 0.5mm, slice interval: 0.5
mm, image matrix: 5122, voltage: 120 kV,
amperage: 133 ma, duration: 55 sec).

�� 3D-electrogoniometry was performed on
the joint of interest to collect kinematics
data. A custom-made six-revolute
instrumented spatial linkage was used. The
mobile end of the goniometer was attached
to the distal joint segment with pins drilled
through the bone. Acquisition frequency
was 200 Hz.

�� 3D-isosurfaces were obtained from the CT
data (Fig.1).

Figure 1. 3-D model of a knee with local
reference system (two views). The reference
system is located inside the aluminum part, to
which one end of the goniometer is attached.
Four external landmarks are also visible.



�� Automatic spatial location of the external
landmarks was performed using a shape-
recognition algorithm on the CT images.
Because the metallic landmarks and the
aluminum part displayed the same intensity
on the CT images (Fig. 2 left), object-
recognition algorithms based on shape
were needed. The images were pre-
processed by a 3D edge-gradient filter
(Fig.2 right).

Figure 2. Left. CT image. Two metallic
landmarks and aluminum part are visible.
Part of the femoral bone is visible at the
bottom of the picture. Right. Edged CT
image. 3D Sobel filter was used.

A modification of the Hough transform
was then used to locate an approximation
of the centroids of the landmarks in the
filtered dataset.4-5 These centroids were
used as seeds to locate new centroids in
the original dataset with sub-pixel
accuracy.

�� Common reference system. The centroid
of the landmarks allowed the creation of a
local reference system (gonio) for the
goniometer. Prior to motion simulation,
kinematics data must be transformed from
gonio to the global reference system,
which, in this case, is the coordinate
system (ct-scan) of the CT system (Fig. 3).
A correction matrix C was interpolated
using gonio (normalized) and the unit
vectors of ct-scan in an SVD procedure.6

RMS error was 0.00044mm. By this

means, the morphological and kinematics
data could both be transformed into the
same reference system.

�� Helical axis parameters were interpolated
from data corrected as above. This allowed
the display of the instantaneous axis of
transformation and other information such
as the rotation and translation amplitude.

�� Real-time motion simulation animated the
joint model in real time. The moving bony
segment of the joint was transformed using
Eq. 1.

[ ] [ ][ ][ ]OACO =' , [1]

where O': transformed object,
C: correction matrix.
A: transformation matrix,
O: original object.

A and C were actually pre-processed prior
to simulation to allow faster animation
and the use of a different interval of
transformation from that used during the
collection by electrogoniometry.

Figure 3. ct-scan and gonio reference
systems. Motion simulation occurred into the
ct-scan system, which allows to transform
minimal amount of data (compared to
transform the geometry models of the joint
segments to gonio).

The full system was implemented using a
Modular Visualization Environment (MVE):
AVS (Fig. 4). The computer was a SGI
Indigo2

.



RESULTS
The main problem encountered was

associated with artifacts in the CT data. CT
images of metallic markers classically show an
increased diameter and an elongated
(Zeppelin-like) shape due to the partial volume
effect. This was partly solved by ensuring that
the slice thickness and the slice interval had
similar sizes.

Another problem was the size of the
isosurface models (typically about 800.000
polygons for a shoulder model). Removing
part of the trabecular bone from the CT
images prior to isosurfacing reduced the
number of polygons by up to 48%.

Figure 4. Data-flow. Use of a MVE allows
comfortable control of the data-flow. The
data-flow of the interpolation of the spatial
coordinates of the external landmarks is
illustrated here.

Both morphological and kinematics data
were displayed in a computer graphics
environment. High-resolution scenes allowed
simultaneous observation of the relationships
between the joint structures and the motion,
and the relative characteristics of the
interpolated axes (Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION
The system presented in this paper gives

promising results. The resulting simulation
looks realistic and should be useful in several
fields: biomechanics, anatomy, education,
orthopedics and virtual worlds.

Application on volunteers is planned
shortly. This should follow most of the
protocol described in this paper, except for the
manner of fixing the goniometer to the subject,
for obvious ethical reasons. Consequently, the
main problem is expected to be the relative
motion of the skin above the joint of interest
during the motion.

Figure 5. Simultaneous display of both
morphological and kinematics information.
The geometry model of a right wrist (dorsal
view) is illustrated. Successive orientation of
the instantaneous axis of transformation is
displayed (thin lines); the average axis of
transformation (displayed as a cylinder) is
also shown.



The computer graphics environment was
found very useful for the detection of errors as
a complement to the usual methods of error
estimation.6 Indeed, in some cases a low
estimated error did not give the most realistic
simulation of motion (Fig. 6).
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Figure 6. Interpolated errors and motion
simulation (metacarpo-phalangeal joint). The
distal segment of the joint (i.e. the first
phalanx) is showed at the end of a
displacement about the displayed axis of
transformation. The transformation has been
estimated twice using different options.

The RMS error on the estimated
transformation was 0.000803 mm and
0.000719 mm for the left and right option
respectively. The left option leads to better
simulation despite the higher RMS error: the
phalanx seems to be twisted along its
longitudinal axis for the right option, while on
the left, the extension appears to be
physiological.
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A SIMULATION FOR DEFINITION OF ARM AND LEG KINEMATIC STRUCTURES
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INTRODUCTION
 In order to obtain a visual and quantitative verification of the appropriateness of one, two,
and three degree-of-freedom models for motion, this work develops an interactive system for the
independent adjustment and definition of multiple degree-of-freedom linkage systems
representative of human leg and arm motion. The system is built so that, once the kinematic
structure is defined, control points for interactive definition of muscle and tendon parameters
may also be adjusted and defined, thus providing interactive, 3D musculoskeletal modeling and
simulation.

All kinematic transformation nodes are built as linkages within an openGL hierarchical
structure. The structure for independent adjustment of each axis of motion required tracking the
inverse of all transformations applied to the axis during visualization and adjustment. The
inverse is applied to all structures below the axis of interest so that only the axis is affected
during 3D adjustment. The result is a kinematic structure definition program with which the user
interactively builds the kinematic model.  The program provides unlimited rotational degrees of
freedom and the definition of linear and curve path models for all skeletal muscle/tendon units.

MATERIALS and METHODS
The development environment was recently converted from a Sun Unix system to

Windows NT and Microsoft Developer Studio 97.  We utilize 400 Mhz Pentium II  Xeon
systems with Visual C++ v5.0,  OpenGl and the GLUT Library.  Graphics drivers are the
AccelEclipse II and the AccelGalaxy with Evans & Sutherland’s Realimage technology. In
addition to mouse and keyboard interactive methods, this system utilizes pop-up menus with
control widgets and 6 DOF control using a Spaceball (Spaceball model 2003, Spacetec IMC
Corp., Lowell, MA)..

Structures for this kinematic model are derived from axial computerized tomography (CT)
slices of fresh-frozen cadaver specimens. One-mm thick slices spaced at 1 mm are used for the
joint areas that require the greatest resolution. One mm thick slices spaced 5 mm apart are used
for the mid shaft areas of bones. This approach helps to maintain highest detail in critical areas
and save on structure size where such detail is not needed.

Each extremity was derived from a fresh cadaver (28 yr old male) obtained through the
Texas willed body program. The arm was separated from the thorax at the scapular-thoracic and
the clavicular-sternum junctions. The leg was separated at the mid-line of the pelvis and included
half of the sacrum. The limbs were scanned on a General Electric Computerized Tomography
scanner (GE Model 9800). The images are run through a UTMB developed interactive software
package that outputs stacked contours and also create triangular polygons representing each
individual bone [1].
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The simulation program reads in each bone polygon file and interactively creates the
kinematic system, adjust (position and orientation) the linked axes of motion (up to three per
diarthroidal joint), and save the defined structure and model. This is followed with the interactive
definition of muscle/tendon paths.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION
Results are described for the definition of an upper and lower extremity kinematic

structure. Once the geometries are created for each bone using the edge detection and solid
modeling software, the program is run.  The initial hierarchical structure exists with three
independent rotational degrees of freedom for each diarthroidal joint arbitrarily placed at the
proximal-most point of each bone. The user then enters the axis transformation section of the
program. Beginning with the primary joint motion, usually flexion-extension, each axis is
manipulated and placed in its proper position and orientation. An example result for the
pronation-supination axis of the forearm is depicted in Figure 1. Note that for such a joint, the
visual cues available through iterative control of overall structure position (using a virtual mouse
trackball) while manipulating the axis (using a spaceball), followed with joint rotation (using a
knob rotation widget) affords a convincing confirmation of a realistic joint axis definition. For a
more complex joint, such as the carpo-metacapal joint of the thumb, one first defines the flexion-
extension axis, then the abduction-adduction axis that is linked to the FE axis. A third axis for
internal-external rotation (approximately parallel to the long axis of the metacarpal bone) can
then be defined as a third revolute if required.

Once the kinematic model is defined, the basis for math modeling of  muscles at joints is
created.  This is realized in the simulation through interactive adjustment of control points that
serve as parameters in models for effective muscle-tendon paths. Currently, the simulation
provides for the choice of three models: straight lines between points, a B-spline, and a
polynomial.

The lower extremity simulation (Figure 2) consists of 31 bones made up of 84,192
triangular polygons and 30 control points for each bone (for the definition of tendon/muscle
control points).  It includes the following kinematic linkages:

Hip - Three degrees-of-freedom (DOF) in the hierarchical order: Flexion/Extension (FE),
Abduction/Adduction (AbAd), and Internal/External (IE) rotation.

Knee -  Two DOF in the hierarchical order: FE, IE.
Ankle -Two DOF in the hierarchical order: FE, DP (Dorsiflexion-plantarflexion at subtalar

joint).
Digits - Metatarsal-phalangeal - FE and AbAd for each ray; Phalanges - FE axis for each

PIP and DIP.

The lower extremity model thus consists of a 26 degrees-of-freedom kinematic linkage.  At each
joint, the first revolute is set as flexion-extension. The second, when present, is for abduction-
adduction, and the third, when present, is for internal-external rotation. For some two degree-of-
fredom joints the second linked revolute may be for IE or ABAD. 

The upper extremity model (Figure 3) consists of 35 bones of 76,058 triangular polygons
and a total of 1050 control points for tendon/muscle parameter definitions. It contains the
following kinematic linkages:
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Shoulder - Three DOF in the order: FE. AbAd, IE.
Elbow - one DOF for FE
Forearm - one DOF for Pronation-Supination (PS).
Wrist - two DOF for FE, and Ulnar/Radial (UR) deviation.
Thumb - two DOF for FE, AbAD at CMC joint, two DOF for FE, AbAd at MP ; one DOF

for FE at DIP.
Fingers - two DOF at each MP joint for FE, and AbAd, one DOF at each PIP and DIP for

FE.

The upper extremity model  is therefore a 28 DOF kinematic linkage. The revolutes are set in the
same manner as those for the lower extremity.

The Figures represents the current state of this simulation development. One muscle/tendon
unit has been defined for a simple prototype biceps brachii. The muscle shape is a simple surface
formed by rotating a Gaussian distribution about a line from a distal and proximal tendon control
point. As the forearm rotates under user interaction (sliding an angle control widget on a pop-up
menu), volume is maintained within the muscle surface and so the muscle bulges as angle is
decreased. This muscle/tendon unit was designed to test the utility of the program and to assess
the speed by which it can render while simultaneously calculating and updating surface model
deformations.  The result with the muscle modeled is a complete structural redraw at a flexion
rate of 2-3 degrees per second in the PII 400 Mhz system with the AccelEclipse II accelerator.

The system is proving to be an efficacious research tool in the visualization and verification
of kinematics models, and is targeted for new applications in medical education in
musculoskeletal mechanics, and clinical applications in computer aided prosthesis design and
interactive surgical planning. Plans for the immediate future include comparison of visually
defined revolutes with those derived analytically in the work of Van Sint Jan [2], completion of
muscle/tendon definitions for the major units in the arm and leg, and further comparison of
model generated data such as moment arms with those experimentally measured.
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Figure 1. A view (3D with
perspective) of the left upper
extremity model depicted while at
mid-pronation during rotation
about the pronation-supination
axis . Typically, the user will
adjust an axis into a position and
orientation, observe joint
congruence during motion, make
fine adjustments, and repeat until
visual optimization is confirmed.

Figure 2. Anterior-lateral view of
the lower extremity simulation. At
this point the user has just defined
four parameters for an initial
definition of the vastus-
intermedius muscle tendon path.
At the lower left is the Create/Edit
tendon dialogue box and the
upper right is the Controls widget
for rotation at a selectable joint
axis.  Flexion-extension at the
ankle joint has been selected.

Figure 3. The upper extremity
model is shown in elbow flexion
with a simple path defined for a
prototype biceps muscle. The
muscle is a simple deformable 3D
surface defined to test the speed
of the system while recalculating
and updating a 3D surface shape
during elbow flexion-extension.
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INTRODUCTION

We present a 3-D muscle model that is capable of approximating both

the physical properties of muscle and its geometric shape characteristics.

The development of an accurate musculotendon model is an important goal

that would allow simulation of muscle function for applications ranging from

virtual surgery to optimal control studies of muscle coordination. There has

been a large body of work on the development of muscle force models, largely

derived from the work of Hill[2]. In current systems, the forces produced by

these models can be applied along lines of action that are represented as

piecewise line segments attached to bones[1]. The e�ects of �ber penna-

tion are accounted for by a single, lumped angle of pennation. To directly

model architectural details, models have been developed to include important

structural features of muscles, such as tendon plates[4]. Our work produces

an architectural model that can be used in a forward dynamics application

framework.

Our model is based on the B-spline basis functions and for that reason

is termed the B-spline solid model. By using a volumetric representation, we

allow architectural characteristics of internal �bers to be visualized as well



as the smooth boundary surface of the muscle. Physical properties can be

embedded within the model for functional studies of muscle action.

METHODS

We chose to use parametric B-spline solids to represent muscle shape

and volume. The B-spline solid is a triple tensor product function of three

material coordinates u,v, and w whose domain maps to the spatial volume:

x(u; v; w) =
lX

i=0

mX

j=0

nX

k=0

Bu
i (u)B

v
j (v)B

w
k (w)qijk: (1)

The 3-D spatial point x(u; v; w) is generated from the three material coor-

dinates parameters. The basis functions Bu
i ; B

v
j ; B

w
k weigh the contribution

of the control points qijk to the �nal shape (Figure 1). Details of B-spline

mathematical properties can be found in [3]. By providing a set of points for

x to coincide with selected (u; v; w) material coordinates, we can solve for the

control points q. Using this strategy, we have developed data-�tting tech-

niques to build a library of B-spline solids from image data and digitized 3-D

points of serially-dissected muscle specimens[5]. By holding selected parame-

ters constant in the three-dimensional parametric form, streamlines through

the solid can be generated to visualize internal muscle �ber arrangements

(Figure 3).

A technique from physically-based computer animation called Lagrangian

dynamics[6] is used to exert various forces on the sample points x. For a given

sample point x, the three types of forces acting on it are volume-preserving

forces, viscoelastic unit forces, and reaction constraint forces to enforce at-
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tachment of musculotendon onto bone and non-penetration constraints be-

tween bones and muscle.

RESULTS

We have designed a software object-oriented framework that provides

an interactive physical simulation environment where skeletal structures can

be subjected to musculotendon forces. The software framework allows users

to develop and exchange new physical models into a common simulation

environment without needing to recompile the base system code. In the

system, pre-de�ned muscle shapes can be loaded and attached to bones or

muscle and can be sketched directly onto a skeleton via arbitrary origin and

insertion areas and curved lines of action (Figure 2). With the model, we

have simulated muscle contraction while preserving muscle volume in the

posterior soleus (Figure 3, top muscle is relaxed, bottom is contracted).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

With the B-spline solid muscle model and the software framework to



allow its interaction with other bones and muscles, we hope to provide an

experimental setting to explore simulation models for motor control studies,

neural recruitment models as well as compartmental analysis of muscle and

the resulting inter-muscular forces. Subsequent studies must be made to

determine an appropriate set of parameters for accurate physical simulation

of the muscle models. The ability to reconstruct details of �ber architecture

without resorting to lumped-sum parameters may provide new opportunities

for insight in the low-level mechanisms of muscle function and its relationship

to form.
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INTRODUCTION
The use of dual photon absorptiometry (DXA) has recently been shown to be an accurate method

of calculating the mass, moment of inertia and location of the center of mass of human limb segments
(Durkin, 1998).  Briefly, living subjects were scanned via DXA which sent a beam consisting of photons
at two energy levels through the body.  The attenuation of the high energy photon as measured by the
detector was proportional to the quantity of matter (mass) that the beam passed through.  The beam has
the dimensions of 2.6 mm by 1.8 mm which creates a file of 336 by 730 scanned elements (see Figure 1 for
a graphical representation of this file).  A computer program was written to digitally section this file using
the density plot (Figure 2) to locate joint centers such that the mass of human limb segments could be
calculated by summing the mass elements within the segment.  The center of mass was also calculated from
the weighted centroid of those elements and the moment of inertia about this centroid was also calculated
 from the sum of the elements multiplied by the square of their radial distances from the centroid.

Figure 1.  Mass map of the 336x730 scanned elements of a human subject.  The height of the surface is proportional to the mass
of each scanned element.

Access to a DXA scanner and the process of determining the inertial characteristics of each subject
may not be practical in many biomechanical investigations.  It would be useful if a geometric solid could
be constructed mathematically from a few easily measured anthropometric variables that would allow the
accurate and reliable calculation of the inertial variables.  Previous attempts to develop geometric shapes
of the leg include the use of a cylinder (Zatsiorsky et al., 1990) and a frustum (Hanavan, 1964).  To our
knowledge no study has validated the use of geometric shapes on measured inertial characteristics of living
human subjects from various populations.



Figure 2.  Density image of a human subject.  Joint centers of the knee and ankle were digitized to define the proximal and distal
ends of the leg segment, respectively.

The purpose of this study was to examine the characteristics of the mass distributions along human
leg segments of male and female subjects of different ages to determine the degree of geometric similarity
between these populations.  If a high degree of geometric similarity was found, the second purpose of the
study was to define that shape and present an accurate and reliable method of predicting the inertial
characteristics from a small set of easily measured anthropometric variables.

METHODS
  Twenty subjects were randomly selected from a pool of 100 subjects that were DXA scanned by

Durkin (1998).  Five subjects were taken from each of four sub-populations (males and females between
19 and 30 years of age and males and females over 55 years of age).  A computer program was written to
normalize the scanned mass data for each percentage of the segment length from the proximal to the distal
ends.  The amplitudes of the scanned masses were normalized to 100% of the total mass.  The five subjects
in each of the sub-populations were ensemble averaged and plotted.  Each variance about the ensemble
averages was analyzed for geometric similarity.  If the variance within a population was greater than the
difference between the populations, the segments were deemed to be geometrically similar.  A geometric
solid was created that captured the salient features of the ensemble average.  The accuracy of the model was
evaluated by calculating the errors between the geometric solids and the actual masses and moments of
inertia of the segments of 20 different subjects that were also randomly selected from the original pool of
100 subjects.  The additional subjects included five subjects from each of the four sub-populations.  These
errors were also compared to those using the method of Hanavan (1964) and to those using the table values
reported in Winter (1990).

RESULTS
Figure 3 shows the ensemble averages for the four populations.  It can be seen that there was a

similar shape for each sub-population.  This indicated that a geometric solid could be defined that would
estimate the inertial characteristics of human legs regardless of age or gender.  The shape of the mass
distribution revealed that it was unlikely  that a constant density cylinder would be a very good
representation.  Even if an average radius could be found that predicted mass well, the location of the center
of mass and moment of inertia would have large errors.  A simple frustum with a decreasing radius would
account for the greater mass located near the proximal end but would not account for the increased mass
near the distal end.



Figure 3.  Ensemble averages (solid lines) and standard deviations (dashed lines) for the mass distributions of the four sub-
populations.  The area under each curve represents 100% of the total mass of each leg.

The geometric shape chosen in this study was one that was a composite of a cylinder and two frusta.
 The cylinder accounted for 39% of the leg mass and extended for 28% of the segment's length from the
proximal end toward the distal end.  A frustum with a decreasing radius comprised 52% of the mass of the
leg and was located from 28% to 86% of the segment length from proximal to distal.  The remaining 9%
of the mass was accounted for by a frustum of increasing radius from 86% to 100% (see Figure 4).

The use of the composite geometric solid required the length of the segment to be measured as well
as the radius of the proximal end.  The circumference of the knee joint was selected as the measured
anthropometric variable to predict r1.  The length was initially measured as the distance between the knee
at the tibial plateau and the distal end of the lateral malleolus but it was found that this most often
overestimated the actual segment length as determined from the DXA scan.  It was found that 22% of
whole body height was a more reliable measure of segment length than surface palpation of the knee and
ankle joint centers.  Once the length and proximal radius had been established,  the volume and the
remaining two radii could be calculated by ensuring that the above criteria of the geometric solid were
satisfied.  A value of 1090 kg.m-3 was used for the density to convert the volume to mass.
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Figure 4.  Geometric solid that captures the main features of the mass distribution of the ensemble averages.

The use of the composite geometric solid produced estimates of mass and moments of inertia that
had RMS errors of 11.7 % and 17.9 %, respectively.  The table values of Winter (1990) produced errors
of 19.2% and 41.8% for the mass and moment of inertia, respectively.  The method of Hanavan (1964)
produced errors of 26.4% and 58.6% for the mass and moment of inertia respectively.

DISCUSSION
This study is the first to show the mass distributions of the legs of living subjects from the proximal

to distal ends.  It has established that a high degree of geometric similarity exists between sub-populations
of males and females of different ages.  Finally, it has presented a method of accurately and reliably
estimating the mass, center of mass and moment of inertia from two easily measured anthropometric
variables.  The accuracy of this method may be further improved with better estimates of the segment length
and the proximal radius.
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People are skilled at perceiving the subtle details of human motion. We can, for example,
often identify friends by the style of their walk when they are too far away to be recognizable
otherwise. As a result of this skill, we have high standards for the motion of virtual human
actors. If synthesized human motion is to be compelling, the virtual actors must appear
realistic and move in a natural fashion. My students and I have explored a technique
for generating realistic motion: combining control systems with physically accurate models.
Using this approach, we have developed control algorithms for such dynamic tasks as running,
diving, bicycling, and diving, and performing gymnastic vaults and flips (Figure 1) [1].

Figure 1: Images of running, bicycling, vaulting and jumping figures.

Synthesized human motion is needed for such entertainment applications as computer
animation, virtual environments, and video games. We would like to be able to create
a “Toy Story” that starred kids as well as their toys, sports training environments where
virtual competitors motivate aspiring sports stars to become better athletes, and video games
with appealing and interactive characters. The ability to simulate full body human motion
also has significant scientific applications in ergonomics, gait analysis of individuals, and
physical rehabilitation.

To compute the motion of a character using dynamic simulation, we use a rigid body model
of the character such as those shown in Figure 2, the equations of motion for the model,
and a control algorithm that computes the joint torques. The control algorithms cause the
simulated model to perform the desired action. In this framework, realistic human motion has
several components: the kinematics and dynamics of the figure must be physically realistic
and the control algorithms must make the figure perform in ways that appear natural. The
last of these is the most challenging: the design of control strategies for natural-looking
human motion.

As a source of human motion for computer animation, simulation has two potential ad-
vantages: generalization and interactivity. Simulated motion can easily be computed to
produce similar but different motions while maintaining physical realism (running at 4 m/s
rather than 5 m/s for example). Real-time simulations also allow the motion of an animated
character to be truly interactive, an important property for virtual environments and video
games in which the actor must respond to changes in the environment and the actions of
the user.

The disadvantage of simulation as a source of human motion is the expertise required to
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Figure 2: The controlled degrees of freedom. Figure 3: A running man, woman, and child.

Figure 4: Comparison of the simulated runner and a runner on a treadmill. Comparison of an handspring
vault and a simulated performance.

develop control systems for new behaviors or to adapt existing behaviors to new characters.
We can begin to address these problems by developing a library of behaviors that can be
adapted and combined to form new behaviors. For example, Wayne Wooten constructed a set
of four parameterized basis behaviors (leaping, tumbling, landing, and balancing) and then
concatenated those behaviors together to form a variety of more complex maneuvers such
as flips and dives [3]. Control systems are tuned for the dynamic properties of a particular
model. In general, a system developed for an adult will not work for a child, for example.
However, optimization techniques can be used to adapt an existing control system to a new
character with significantly different physical properties [2]. For example, a control system
for a running man has been generalized to a woman and a 3-year-old child (Figure 3).

We have chosen to animate athletic behaviors such as running and bicycling because each
contains a significant dynamic component. For these behaviors, the dynamics of the model
constrain the motion and limit the space that must be searched to find control laws for
natural-looking motion. This property is most evident in the gymnastic vault (Figure 4).
The gymnast is airborne for much of the maneuver, and the control algorithms can influence
the internal motion of the joints but not the angular momentum of the system as a whole.
The runner, on the other hand, is in contact with the ground much of the time and the
joint torques computed by the control algorithms directly control many of the details of the



motion. Because the dynamics do not provide as many constraints on the motion, much
more effort went into tuning the motion of the runner than into tuning the motion of the
gymnast. This observation has implications for the simulation of simple human motions
such as reaching, gesturing, and fidgeting. When the gross characteristics of the motion are
not constrained by the dynamics of the system, the task can be completed successfully but
in a way that appears unnatural. Additional rules based on observations and measurements
of human behavior will be required before it will be easy to program control algorithms for
these behaviors that produce natural-looking motion.

The grand challenge in simulating human motion is a Turing Test. Is it possible to create
motion sequences where the results are as natural as actual human motion, at least when
played back through the same graphical model? Our preliminary experiments indicate that
the answer to this question is probably not yet yes, but depending on the behavior, some of
the viewers do choose the simulated motion as more natural when both motions are viewed
as dots located at the joints. Other, more traditional tests can also be used to assess the
realism of the motion. Figure 4 shows a comparison of video footage of a human runner
and gymnast with images of the simulated runner and gymnast. Biomechanical data for
ground reaction forces, flight times, velocity, and step length can also be used to measure
how closely the simulated motion resembles actual human motion.

The animations described here can be seen at http://www.cc.gatech.edu/gvu/animation.

[1] Hodgins, J., Wooten, W., Brogan, D., O’Brien J. 1995. Animating Human Athletics.
Computer Graphics, Proceedings of SIGGRAPH, 71–78.
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[3] Wooten, W. 1997. Simulation of Leaping, Tumbling, Landing, and Balancing Humans.
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INTRODUCTION:  Case-control studies have shown that falling to the side and impacting on

the hip increase hip fracture risk from 6 to 33 fold compared to other fall directions and impact

locations.1,2,3 Therefore, a majority of hip fractures involve falling and impacting on the hip or

side. Despite this, research on postural stability, gait, and fall risk factors has largely focused on

motion in the anterior-posterior plane and on the instability phase of falls. Until recently, there

have been few studies on the biomechanics of large postural disturbances and on the descent or

impact phases of falls. We hypothesize that certain disturbances are more likely to result in an

impact on the hip and that fast walking speed is protective against impacting on the side.

METHODS:  Computer simulations of falls provide a great alternative to experiments with

volunteers which can be both challenging and risky. We used the Articulated Total Body (ATB)

model to assess the effect of disturbance type and gait speed on impact location and fall

direction.4,5 Four disturbances (slip, trip, step, faint) were studied at three gait speeds (fast,

normal, slow). Physical characteristics of the 17 segment, 16 joint ATB model were defined

using the ATB model’s GEBOD program to represent a 1.80 m, 73.6 kg male, our average male

experimental subject. They were supplemented with Ma et al., 1995’s joint characteristics.6

Segment-segment and plane-segment contact functions, initial conditions, and environment

definitions were representative of our experimental setup. Once disturbed, the ATB model was

left to fall passively under gravity until the lower torso segment impacted with the ground. The

fall direction (the angle at impact between the walking direction and leg segment in the floor

plane) and impact location (the angle between the left hip and first impact point on the lower

torso with the floor) were then determined and compared to our experimental results.
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Figure 1:  Fall Direction -- Top view at impact. Walking direction is toward bottom of page.
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Figure 2:  Impact location -- Front view at impact. Walking direction is out of the page.
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RESULTS:  Disturbance type and gait speed affected fall direction (Figure 1) and impact

location (Figure 2), and were comparable to our experimental results. Trips and steps usually

resulted in forward falls with impact on the abdomen, regardless of gait speed. At fast speed,

slips and faints resulted in forward falls with impact on the abdomen. As speed decreased, slips

resulted in sideways or backward falls with impact on the hip or buttocks, and faints resulted in

sideways falls with impact on the hip.

DISCUSSION:  Slipping or fainting while walking slowly was more likely to result in an impact

on the hip, suggesting a greater risk for hip fracture. In other words, individuals with reduced

gait speed are high-risk fallers and slips and faints are high-risk fall situations for hip fractures

since they are more likely to impact the hip. Concentrating prevention efforts on these high-risk

fallers and fall situations may help reduce hip fracture incidence.
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of Health (AR40321) and by a scholarship from the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research

Council of Canada.
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INTRODUCTION

The two ways to apply the equations of motion are usually referred to as the inverse

dynamics and the direct (or forward) dynamics approach. In the inverse dynamics approach, the

movement is assumed to be known and the forces and moments of force, needed to bring about

that movement, are calculated. Inverse dynamics is often applied in movement analysis; the

equations of motion are usually derived with the Newton-Euler formulation.

In the direct dynamics approach, the movements of the segments are calculated by

integrating the equations of motion, usually based on a Lagrangian formulation. This is only

possible when the joint moments of force are estimated, for example with optimization

techniques. Because of these optimization techniques, direct dynamics models are often said to be

predictive. However, this predictive capacity is not restricted to direct dynamics models only,

since optimization may also be applied successfully in the inverse dynamics approach (Koopman

et al, 1995). This is not surprising since in both methods (and with the same segments model),

essentially the same equations of motion are solved, only the approach differs.

The inverse and direct dynamics models may be schematically represented as in figure 1a.

With or without the optimizer, the movement is highly preplanned and has the characteristics of

an open-loop controller. These models are not able to react on external perturbations; aspects of

the stability of the movement cannot be studied.

A type of model that better reflects the way the nervous system is organized is

schematically shown in figure 1b. It contains a closed-loop controller so that perturbations can be

handled. In recent years there has been a growing interest in this type of model, most of them

assume a Central Pattern Generator (CPG) (Vaughan, 1997). One of the first was Taga et al.

(1991), who proposed a model that utilizes neural rhythm generators in an artificial neural

network to represent the CPG. It is able to adapt to various environmental perturbations such as



an increased carrying load. It should be noted however that the existence of a CPG in humans is

still a topic of discussion.

Figure 1. Control models
of human movement. a:
Open-loop control as in
regular inverse and direct
dynamics models. An
(optimized) trajectory of
either internal forces
(direct approach) or
movement (inverse
approach) is generated
from which respectively the
movement or forces are
obtained. b: Closed-loop
control in which sensory
information is fed back. It
may contain a central
pattern generator (CPG),
and more resembles the
way the nervous system is
organized.

The model presented in this paper is focussed on the controller; it does not use a CPG or

optimizer. Only some quantities at the end of the swing phase and the double support phase need

to be specified. The trajectory generator estimates the future movement based on the actual

position and the linearized equations of motion from the internal representation. Of course, the

actual movement is calculated with the non-linear equations of motion.

METHODS

The model contains seven segments: shank, thigh and a foot segments of both legs and a

trunk. Input to the model are: 1. The desired velocity of the centre of mass at the end of the

double support phase. 2. The desired time of the swing phase. 3. The requirement that at the end

of the swing phase the knee-joints should be almost straight. 4. The trunk should remain upright.

The conditions are regulated with quadratic dynamic matrix control (Gattu and Zafiriou, 1992).

This technique uses an output prediction in the form of
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where k is the current discrete time step, u are the controls (joint moments of force), �u(k) =u(k)-

u(k-1), y* is the predicted output if future controls would be kept constant and equal to u(k-1). Si,k

are the step response coefficients obtained by linearizing the model around its current state and P

is the prediction horizon, in our case the difference between the current and final time. End point

control is obtained by

where ∆�  is the difference between predicted and desired end point, ΓΓ and �  are diagonal weight

matrices. The above optimisation problem may include constraints and is solved using standard

quadratic programming techniques. By solving the linear end-point control problem at each

discrete time step and feeding the calculated controls into the non-linear equations of motion, the

method is relatively fast.

RESULTS

Applying above control law to the segments model with a desired swing time of 400 ms

and a desired velocity of the centre of mass at the end of the double support phase of 1.6 m/s,

resulted in a stable symmetric walking pattern of 1.34 m/s (figure 2). Because of the ballistic

nature of the movement, swing time and velocity largely determine the step length of 0.67 m.

However, by adding a trunk segment, the step length could be varied within a certain range with

the same velocity and swing time.

The walking pattern converged to its stable limit cycle within its first step (figure 3).

Moreover, the effect of unexpected disturbances disappeared within one cycle. The model

appeared to be robust to parameter changes in the object function. The computational demand

was also modest; simulation of one step took 1-2 minutes of CPU time on a HP900.

Figure 2. Stick
diagram of the
walking model.
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Figure 3. Phase portraits of the hip joint angle
for the first five steps.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The controller model proved to be very robust. In the regular direct dynamics models of

walking the impact conditions at heel strike and knee extension at the end of the swing phase

often lead to numerical instabilities and can only be met with large computational effort. The

controller model on the other hand does not distinguish between these impacts and other

perturbations. Furthermore, the controller uses a linearized internal representation. Far from the

endpoint (e.g. the end of the swing or double support phase) this leads to relatively large errors in

the estimates of the endpoints. This is not a problem, since large accuracy is not needed here.

Closer to the endpoints a larger accuracy is needed and achieved, since linearization errors

decrease. As a result and comparable to real life, perturbations at the end of the swing phase are

more difficult to control than perturbations at the beginning of swing.

The schematic control model in figure 1b is far from complete. It does not include sensor

dynamics, so it is assumed that the current position is exactly known. Including sensor dynamics

with their time delays and uncertainties would decrease the performance of the controller. On the

other hand, the actuators in the models are the joint moments of force. Implementation of muscle

models would increase stability.
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GAIT MODELLING, ANIMATION AND LIMIT CYCLE
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Introduction: A good objective for gait simulation is to obtain a limit cycle showing

stability and repeatability. This has been achieved recently by adapting the basic symbolic

Lagrange equations of motion for a two-degrees-of-freedom model. The same equations have

been applied in the simulation Autolev2 package to create a two- and four-degrees-of-freedom

model. It must be remembered that the Kane equations generated with the Autolev2 package in

this case are exactly the same as the Lagrange equations.

Model Description: The Lagrange equations (Equation 1) for the two segments model,

resembling a folded double pendulum, are developed. The model moves in the sagital plane. One

leg is hinged to the floor whereas the other moves freely under the application of an impact force

of unspecified magnitude directed along the segment (Figure 1). The trunk is a punctual mass Me

located at the hip joint. The right leg applies an internal torque, TAB, on the left leg and visa versa

on the following step. The model is solved by the Autolev Code, which is also used to check,

simulate, animate and produce multi-step sequences.
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where A is a 2x2 matrix, qi, Ui, are the state variables, Fi1, Fi2 are the required impulse of either

leg.

For the final simulations and animations, spring and damping elements are added to the feet. This

permits a decision to be taken when to apply the impact forces on the other leg. The damping

coefficients are constants, which make the system critically damped, while the spring elements

may be chosen to either represent the floor and/or shoe stiffness. In this study, they were merely

chosen to yield a natural period much larger than the integration time step of 0.01s.
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Impulse: During the push-off phase in human

gait, the foot develops an internal force, yielding to a

ground reaction force, which is measured by a force

platform. This force and its precise shape depend on

the individual and on the task being performed.  Its

integral over time is known as an impulse. During

that impulse, the legs are suddenly changing angular

velocities and the body is rising. The kinematic and

dynamics are complex and for a better

understanding, it is useful to have recourse to a

simpler description.

The simplest form of an impulse is a constant

force Fimp that is applied for a single time step

Runge-Kutta-Mersen integration algorithm. The

intensity of this impulse may be taken constant from step to step or may be subject to various

controls or even to preview. Many of these were tried unsuccessfully, for example ending up with

models falling backwards. Finally, it was decided to modulate the value of this impulse. The goal

was simply to compute what magnitude of leg angular velocity was needed to give the model

sufficient kinetic energy at each step to overcome the potential energy increase at mid-stance.

A short impulse over an ensemble of rigid bodies result in a sudden increase in the angular

velocities of all the generalised velocities of the system. This relationship is well explained by

Wittenburg, pp 191.[1]. For the present model the relationship is given in Equation 2.

           (2)

Ground Clearance: An exact modelling of walking over a level ground surface would

require that ground clearance be observed along the full walking steps except for the periods

where the foot contact the floor at reception until toe-off. This requires in fact a multi-segment

model such as the way our own body is built. For the present purpose however, this can be

avoided, if we declare the ground contact to occur only when the legs have performed most of the

motion forward. This is in fact the equivalent to saying that the ground is not quite level but is

made of circular arcs that permit rotation of the legs without interference.

TAB

M

BA

Fi

q3 q4

Figure 1. Walking Model
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Configurations and sequencing: The proper sequence of decision is performed in the

Fortran code in the loop where the R-K algorithm is called time step after time step. The walking

sequence is treated in 6 configurations, 3 for the swinging left leg and 3 for the right one.

Initially, the model is at rest and an impulse is declared over the left leg. Also a positive Torque

coming from the right leg over the left leg is declared. The free left leg will accelerate at the same

time as it is pushed up. In this configuration, we declare the stiffness and damping of the

suspension under the right foot to be the reference values. We then declare the model to be in the

next configuration 1. In configuration one, the impulsive force is brought back to zero and a

check is made whether the swinging leg has reached a specified position or a relative position

with respect to the support leg. If not so, the integration is performed over another step and a

return to the same configuration is carried out. Eventually the condition is met and the swinging

leg is treated in configuration 2 where the Torque TAB is reversed in order to slow down the fast

swinging leg. Then a check is made whether the left swinging leg is contacting the ground or

even if it has reached a minimum penetration in the contacting surface. When this condition is

met, the suspension is imposed to the foot of the left leg. The right leg is released by declaring

zero the suspension elements, and the configuration 3 is declared. After this integration, the right

leg receives its own impulse and the same scenario is applied to the right leg. When properly

designed, the integration can go forever, steps after steps. We have stopped after a limit cycle is

clearly established. This may happen between 3 and 15 steps.

Figure 2. Limit Cycle Diagram.
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Discussion: The gait cycles, which are presently generated, comprise a multitude of

continuous steps accompanied by steady and stable limit cycles in angular velocities. Variation of

the torque TAB alone produces a variety of gait patterns, going from an hesitant and to a very

energetic walking pattern. Other avenues of course exist, such as the neural network developped

by Taga [3], which provides both rhythm and posture stability for the walking model. Future

developments will include torque and impulse feedback control, the inclusion of an upper body

with rotational inertia and muscle insertion points.

Conclusion: A continuous repeatable gait pattern and a steady limit cycle have been

successfully achieved through mathematical analysis and various tools including modelling

simulation and animation. The torque and impulse parameters may be changed to produce

various gait patterns. Transients involved in a sudden start may already be observed and

analysed. Transients associated with a sudden stop may also be easily simulated.

Acknowledgements: This investigation was carried out with the financial support of the National

Science and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC).
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INTRODUCTION
Gait is by far the most heavily studied motor task.  The large number of experimental and

theoretical studies reported in the literature have broadened our understanding of how the
neuromuscular and musculoskeletal systems interact to produce locomotion.  Much of the
theoretical work is founded in modeling and simulation because of the belief that this approach
can bring insights into the mechanics and control of movement, insights which cannot be gained
from doing experiments alone.  However, realistic simulations of human walking are difficult to
produce for a number of reasons.  First, a three-dimensional model of the skeleton comprising a
large number of degrees of freedom (more than 20) is needed in order to simulate the subtle
movements of the body segments in the frontal and transverse planes.  Second, a large number of
muscles (more than 50) is needed to effect appropriate control over the joints.  Third, a detailed
model of the foot is needed to simulate repetitive contact of the feet with the ground.

An overall goal of our on-going work is to develop a model of the body that could be used
to simulate a wide range of locomotor tasks including walking and running.  A specific aim of this
study was to use such a model, together with dynamic optimization theory, to simulate one full
cycle of normal gait.  Since the performance criterion for gait is somewhat ambiguous, we first
solved a dynamic optimization problem for jumping.  Jumping was chosen not only because it
presents a well defined goal, but also because it involves the coordinated motion of all the body
segments.  This task therefore provides an excellent paradigm for evaluating the dynamic response
of any model.  Our idea was that once the dynamic optimization problem for jumping had been
solved and the response of the model validated against experimental data, the same model could
then be used with greater confidence to simulate normal walking over level ground.

METHODS
The body was modeled as a 10-segment, 23 degree-of-freedom (dof) mechanical linkage.

Each leg was actuated by 24 muscles, and motion of the pelvis and upper body was controlled by
6 abdominal and back muscles.  Interaction of the feet with the ground was modeled using a series
of spring-damper units distributed under the sole of each foot.  Each musculotendon actuator was
represented as a 3-element muscle in series with tendon (Zajac, 1989).  Muscle excitation-



contraction dynamics was assumed to be a first-order process.  Details of the
neuromusculoskeletal model are given by Anderson and Pandy (in press).

The model was used to solve a dynamic optimization problem for jumping and a dynamic
optimization problem for walking.  For jumping, the problem was to calculate the pattern of
muscle excitations needed to maximize the height reached by the center of mass.  For walking, the
problem was to find the pattern of muscle excitations needed to minimize the amount of metabolic
energy consumed by the muscles per unit distance traveled by the center of mass.  Repeatability of
the gait cycle was enforced by constraining the joint-angular displacements and joint-angular
velocities to be the same at the beginning and the end of the gait cycle.

The dynamic optimization problems were solved using parameter optimization (Anderson
et al., 1995).  The total number of variables optimized was 864 (16 control nodes for each of the
54 muscles included in the model).  All computations were performed on two parallel computers:
an IBM SP-2 and a Cray T3-E.  The model simulations were evaluated by comparing the body-
segmental motions, ground-reaction forces, and muscle excitation patterns predicted for jumping
and walking with kinematic, force-plate, and EMG data recorded from subjects who performed
the same tasks.

RESULTS
There was strong quantitative agreement between the response of the model and the way

each of the subjects executed a maximal vertical jump.  EMG data recorded for each subject
indicated a stereotypic pattern of muscle coordination.  The back, hip, and knee extensors were
activated at the beginning of the jump, and the ankle plantarflexors were activated later.  The
model reproduced this behavior, although minor differences were evident between the model
predictions and the experimental results.  For example, hamstrings was activated at the beginning
of the jump in the model, whereas the subjects chose to activate these muscles slightly later in the
jump (Fig. 1, Left).  In spite of such differences in muscle coordination, the ground-reaction
forces produced by the model were very consistent with measurements obtained from the force
plate.  The vertical velocity of the center of mass of the model at lift-off was 2.3 m/s, which was
well within the range of values (2.0-2.5 m/s) measured for the subjects.  As a result, the model
and the subjects jumped to about the same height:  mean jump height for the subjects was 37 cm
compared to 36.9 cm for the model.

The model also reproduced the salient features of muscle coordination during gait.  For
example, vasti and hamstrings were activated shortly after heel strike in the model, and the
subjects also co-contracted these muscles at this time (Fig. 1, Right).  There was good agreement
between the vertical, fore-aft, and transverse components of the ground-reaction force generated
by the model and the subjects.  The peak vertical force predicted by the model was 910 N during



push off, compared to an average value of 875 N recorded by the force plate.  The model
expended metabolic energy at a rate of 6.62 J/(kg.s), which is slightly higher than the value of 4.5
J/(kg.s) measured for normal walking over level ground (Burdett et al., 1983).

DISCUSSION
By changing only the performance criterion and the initial conditions of the task, we have

demonstrated that it is possible to use the same model of the body to simulate two very different
motor tasks:  vertical jumping and walking.  Dynamic optimization, which is a forward dynamics
method, was used because this approach allows a model of the system dynamics and a model of
the performance criterion to be included in the formulation of the problem.  Since the performance
criterion for vertical jumping is clearly defined, dynamic optimization solutions for jumping are
ideally suited to evaluating and refining a model of the system dynamics (i.e., the body).  When
the model is used to simulate other tasks such as walking and running, emphasis may then be
placed on evaluating and refining a model of the performance criterion.

We have also shown that it is possible to combine very detailed theoretical models of the
musculoskeletal system with dynamic optimization theory to simulate whole-body movement.
The sizes of the dynamic optimization problems solved in this study are much greater than those
solved and reported previously by others (Hatze, 1975; Pandy and Zajac, 1991; Soest et al., 1993;
Yamaguchi and Zajac, 1990; Raash et al., 1997).  The model used in this study was a 10-segment,
23 dof linkage, actuated by 54 leg, abdomen, and back muscles.  The number of dof's is 2 to 3
times greater and the number of muscles is 2 to 5 times greater than that incorporated in previous
dynamic optimization models of movement.  The model also includes a reasonably detailed
representation of each foot, which permits repetitive foot-ground contact to be simulated
accurately and efficiently.  This increase in model complexity is necessitated by the three-
dimensional nature of walking and has resulted in an immense increase in computational cost.
Importantly, however, this level of model complexity has also improved the fidelity of our
dynamic simulations of movement.  Our three-dimensional model predicts vertical and fore-aft
ground-reaction forces for jumping that compare more favorably with experimental data than
those derived from sagittal-plane models of the body (Pandy and Zajac, 1991).  The model
predictions for walking are also in better agreement with experiment than are the results of
previous dynamic optimization solutions of gait.
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Figure 1:  Muscle excitation patterns calculated for jumping (left) and walking (right).  The wavy lines are EMG
data for one subject.  0 seconds coincides with lift off for the jump, and 0% represents heel strike for
gait.
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INTRODUCTION

Injuries resulting from repetitive and acute

musculoskeletal loading are common during

recreational and competitive sport activities (e.g.

Mummery et al., 1998; Sandelin and Santavirta,

1991). Musculoskeletal loads are influenced by

factors such as the task being performed,

anatomy, muscle coordination and equipment

selection (e.g. footwear). For a given movement

or task, muscle coordination and equipment

selection are factors that can be altered within

limitations to help reduce musculoskeletal

loading. However, it is not clear a priori how

these factors will affect the loading because of the

highly nonlinear dynamics and complex lower

extremity movement kinematics.

The effect of muscle coordination changes

and equipment selection on musculoskeletal loads

can be systematically examined using theoretical

musculoskeletal models. Such models require a

sufficiently realistic mathematical representation

of the skeletal dynamics, muscle forces and their

dependence on length, velocity and activation, and

contact forces with the environment. In addition,

modeling the 3D movement at all joints is

necessary to examine joint loading during non-

sagittal plane movements (e.g. cutting and

turning). Previous 3D models either restricted

certain joint movements to the sagittal plane, did

not include individual muscle actuators governed

by activation dynamics and the force-length and

velocity relationships, or they did not simulate the

contact between the foot and ground at impact.

Therefore, the objective of this project was to

develop a 3D musculoskeletal model of the lower

extremity with individual muscle actuators and

ground contact elements and to generate subject-

specific forward dynamic simulations that can be

applied to studies of lower extremity loading

during dynamic activities. As an example

application of the model, two commonly used

treatments for patellofemoral pain were examined

along with the functional significance of muscle

activation timing deficits between the vastus

medialis oblique and vastus lateralis on

patellofemoral loads.

METHODS

Musculoskeletal Model

A forward dynamic musculoskeletal model

was developed using DADS 8.5 software

(CADSI, Coralville, IA) and consisted of rigid

segments representing the foot, talus, shank,

patella, and thigh of the support leg and a rest-of-

body segment. Musculoskeletal geometry and

joint models were based on the work of Delp

(1990) and modified to allow three-dimensional



movements at the knee. Fourteen functionally

independent muscle groups were used to drive the

model (Figure 1). The vasti muscle group

consisted of four individual muscles all receiving

the same muscle excitation; the vastus lateralis,

intermedius, medialis-longus and medialis-

oblique. The force-length-velocity characteristics

of the muscles were represented by a Hill-based

lumped parameter model (e.g. Soest and Bobbert,

1993).

Figure 1: Musculoskeletal simulation model

(adapted from Wright et al. 1998a).

The contact between the foot and the ground

was modeled by 66 discrete independent visco-

elastic elements, each attached to one of three foot

segments in locations that describe the 3-D

exterior surface of a shoe when the foot joints are

in a neutral position. Each element permitted

deformation perpendicular to the floor and

represented the mechanical properties of the shoe

sole and underlying soft tissue. The anterior-

posterior and medial-lateral forces were modeled

as a Coulomb friction force resisting slipping of

the foot relative to the ground.

Subject Specific Simulations

Specific simulations were generated by

searching for the muscle excitation patterns that

minimized the difference between simulated and

experimentally measured segment orientations

and external ground reaction force profiles for

each subject (n=9). This optimization problem

was solved by a simulated annealing algorithm

(Goffe et al., 1994) (Figure 2). An optimization

was terminated when the cost function did not

decrease by 1% within 500 function calls.

Data were collected from a group of nine

healthy male subjects (height = 177.0 ± 10.4 cm;

weight = 73.3 ± 12.0 kg) during heel-toe running

at 4.0 ± 0.4 m/s to provide initial conditions for

the simulation (positions and velocities of the

body segments at heel strike) and tracking data for

the optimization algorithm. All trials were

normalized to the duration from heel strike to toe-

off, and the forces and joint angles were sampled

at 100ths of the stance duration.

Simulation Experiments

Experiments were performed with the nine

subject specific simulations to examine the

influence of vastus medialis oblique strength

(VMOS), vastus medialis oblique excitation

timing (VMOT) and orthotics (ORTH) on lateral

patella-femoral loads. VMOS was increased by

50% from the normal strength and VMOT was

both delayed (VMOT-) and advanced (VMOT+)

five ms relative to the other vasti muscles. To



examine the influence of ORTH, a typical orthotic

was modeled in the shoe by increasing the

stiffness of the individual shoe elements in the

arch area in the pattern of the orthotic. The

patellafemoral load was defined as the lateral

constraint force between the patella and the

femoral groove.

To assess the effect of these treatments on

lateral patellofemoral loads, a one-way (treatment)

repeated measures analysis of variance was

performed on the absolute differences from the

normal loads in the peak and average loads

(p<0.05). When significant treatment effects were

detected, a paired t-test was used to identify which

treatments were significantly different (p<0.05).

RESULTS

The optimization was able to find the muscle

controls (excitation onset, offset and magnitude)

to reproduce the salient features of the

experimentally collected data for each subject.

The major joint angles, ground reaction forces and

muscle stimulation patterns compared well with

the subject data (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Vertical ground reaction force
comparison between a typical subject (mean ± 1
SD) and their corresponding simulation data.

The statistical analysis revealed that VMOS

was the only treatment to significantly reduce the

peak lateral constraint force (Table 1). Although

ORTH and VMOT+ decreased the constraint

force, the effect was not significant. VMOT-

significantly increased the peak force across all

subjects. For the average lateral constraint force,

all treatments had a significant effect with ORTH,

VMOS and VMOT+ decreasing the lateral force

while VMOT- increased the load (Table 1, Figure

3).

Peak Lateral Constraint Force
mean std

ORTH -8.3 14.2
VMOS ** -47.9 39.0
VMOT+ -9.8 13.8
VMOT- ** 25.5 28.2

Average Lateral Constraint Force
mean std

ORTH ** -8.4 3.5
VMOS ** -61.0 12.1
VMOT+ ** -6.6 1.3
VMOT- ** 5.9 2.6

Table 1: Group average absolute difference in
peak lateral constraint force from the normal
simulation.  **Significantly different from the
normal simulation.

DISCUSSION

The objective of this work was to develop a

3D model of the lower extremity with individual

muscle actuators and ground contact elements to

examine musculoskeletal loading during human

movement. The close agreement between the

subject and model kinematic, ground reaction

force and muscle stimulation data indicated that

the model's performance was indistinguishable

from the corresponding human subject.



As an application of the model, we examined

the influence of two commonly prescribed

treatments (vastus medialis strengthening and

orthotics) for Patellofemoral Pain (PFP) and the

functional significance of timing deficits between

VMO and VL on lateral patellofemoral joint

forces. The results for all nine subject-specific

simulations showed that only VMOS had a

significant effect in reducing the peak lateral

constraint force and all treatments were effective

in decreasing the average lateral constraint force

except VMOT- (Table 1).
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The same methodological framework may

also be applied to study movements where acute

injuries occur when exposed to certain external

conditions. Currently, the model is being applied

to analyze ankle sprain injuries due to landing on

uneven surfaces (Wright et al., 1998b). Simulation

is an excellent tool to experiment with such

movements without risk to human subjects. We

propose that the numerical methods described in

this paper are suitable for development of subject-

specific movement simulations that can be applied

in studies of movement-related injuries.
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Introduction
The objective is to develop a simulation of gait with application to lower-limb orthopaedic surgery for individuals with spastic
cerebral palsy.  The application would be to test hypothetical surgical decisions on individual surgical clients, predicting their
post-operative gait pattern.  Our approach is to use pre-operative electromyographic and motion-analysis data of a single subject
together with artificial neural networks and forward-dynamic modelling of the musculoskeletal system to solve for a set of realistic
muscle-force profiles.  These muscle-force profiles may then be used to generate movement for an altered musculoskeletal
system.  Our approach was motivated by the large number of gait laboratories such as our own that have both dynamic
electromyography and motion analysis equipment at their disposal to collect pre- and post-operative data and often do so for
clients with cerebral palsy.

Background
The different biomechanical simulations of gait may be categorized as:  (1) feedforward simulations, (2) feedforward-feedback
simulations applied to functional electrical stimulation, and (3) neural-oscillator controlled simulations.  Feedforward simulations
have been developed for the longest time.  Pandy and Berme (1988) used a seven-segment model of the lower-body and drove
an open-loop model using experimentally derived joint moments with limited success, and Meglan (1990) had similar results
using a thirteen-segment model with more elaborate ground contact modelling.  Yamaguchi (1990), used a trial-and-error
approach to converge on muscle profiles which would generate a reasonable facsimile of walking; and Pandy and Anderson
(1999) used a solution constrained by boundary conditions to generate realistic walking patterns.    Gerritsen (1997) successfully
used a combination of feedback and optimized set of step-function activations for eight muscles on each limb that would
generate multiple steps applied to functional electrical stimulation (FES) systems.  As an example of central pattern generator
(CPG) controlled simulations, Taga (1995) used an eight-segment model with twenty muscles, based on identifying sets of
rhythmic CPG patterns.  This models incorporated sensory feedback and reciprocal inhibition.  Taga was able to identify a set of
seven neural oscillators that enabled repetitive gait with tolerance to perturbations.

Most attempts at biomechanically-based gait simulation aim to derive a set of time-series muscle profiles that can drive a model
to have phenomenological results in terms of a movement profile.  The simulation has input or driving profiles which are either
experimentally derived, or are optimally derived using criteria that seem physiologically plausible.  Most often a control structure
is applied which is either hypothesized or based on human and animal experiments.  The ‘normal’ able-bodied adult is typically
the reference against which simulations are compared, and the basis for assumptions regarding the optimality of the control
system.  Often, a mixture of both feedforward and feedback control is used.  The activation profiles are typically identified
through an iterative process that is optimized based on a number of chosen criteria such as minimum energy or mimimum
muscle stress.  The criteria imposed are sensible choices for the able-bodied case where the optimum is most probably a global
minimum.  However, pathological gait such as that of CP poses a different problem where the motor control system poses sub-
optimal control patterns.  This situation argues for a hybrid approach that can identify this sub-optimal control.

The application of artificial neural networks to biomechanical simulation is found prominently in the area of upper limb simulation.
Here, researchers try to model real control or artificial control of the upper limb in movement tasks.  The task is a little easier than
modelling gait due to reduced redundancy in the system, fewer muscles, and an open-loop kinematic chain analogous to many
industrial robots.  Massone and Myers (1994), Stroeve (1998), and Koike and Kawato (1996) have all developed simulations
using forward dynamics of a planar arm, using multiple muscles which are sometimes redundant, and an artificial neural network
to solve for the inverse mapping between movement and muscle activation.

Method
Data Collection
Range-of-motion and Ashworth scale (Bohannon and Smith, 1987) measures were recorded just prior to the session.  Surface
electromyographic signals from various surface muscles (medial and lateral gastrocnemius, soleus, tibialis anterior, peroneous
longus, vastus medialis and lateralis, rectus femoris, medial and lateral hamstrings, adductor magnus, and tensor fascia latae)
were recorded.  Sites locations were based upon Delagi et al. (1981).  These signals were analog rectified and averaged, and
sampled at 240Hz.  Unilateral motion analysis data were acquired at 60Hz using a Vicon V370 motion analysis system while



simultaneously sampling ground-reaction forces at 240Hz through a Kistler 9216 force-plate.  Markers were placed on bony-
landmarks at the anterior superior iliac spine, iliac crest, greater trochanter, lateral condylar space, lateral maleolus, lateral rear
calcaneal surface and base of 5th metatarsal and at the end of thigh and shank wands (Apkarian et al., 1989).  Five trials per side
were acquired.

Data Analysis
Using footswitch data, EMG activity was separated into individual gait cycles and time-normalized.  The amplitudes were then
normalized with respect to the peak activity of that muscle during the session.  Three-dimensional joint kinematics and kinetics
were solved using an inverse dynamic method (Apkarian et al., 1989). Three-dimensional transformation matrices were further
utilized to calculate musculotendon lengths.  Muscle kinematics were solved through applying a template of musculotendon
origin, insertion, and constraint points on kinematic data.  The Terry Musculoskeletal Database of the NIH (Kepple et al., 1998), a
database of 52 cadavers, was used as a means of calculating scaled estimates of an individual’s specific musculotendon origin,
insertion, and constraint locations.  Using the transformation matrices (Paul, 1981) previously solved, vector lengths were
calculated.  The baseline anatomical position was defined by using the segment rotations of an able-bodied adult male subject;
this relationship allowed for determination of a “normal” musculotendon length for each muscle.

Forward-Dynamic Modelling
Muscle Model
As we aim to derive a set of realistic muscle activations that would drive the lower-body, it is important that both the geometry of
the musculature as well as the underlying dynamics be defined correctly.  As mentioned earlier in solving for the muscle
kinematics, a cadaver database was used to define each musculotendon actuator as a single line-of-action with a specified path.
In order to provide a reasonable estimate of individual muscle forces from those recorded, we chose to base our modelling on
Zajac’s model (1989).  The model incorporates tendon elasticity, tendon slack length, passive muscle elasticity, muscle viscosity,
and active muscle force generation based on a rectified and averaged EMG signal (see Figure 1).  A function was developed to
estimate the muscles force based on activation, musculotendon length and velocity.

CE – contractile element
PEE – parallel elastic element
DE – damping element
SEE – series elastic element

Figure 1:  Muscle model
Foot Model
Another important modelling aspect is that of adequately modelling foot-ground interaction.  Stiffness properties of the foot and
the elastic collision between the foot and ground have been the source of significant academic interest.  Aerts et al. (1995) have
indicated that the stiffness of the foot may be a second order affect, since many attempts at system identification of the
properties have not adequately isolated the foot from the lower-limb.  Gilchrist (1994) and Güler (1998), have both looked at foot
models for the expressed interest of gait simulation.  Gilchrist was able to demonstrate how recreation of the ground reaction
force from a single-subject was possible through modelling enough contact elements and the proper contstraints.  Güler
demonstrated that a viscous sphere, similar to that used by Meglan (1991), was able to generate the proper dynamic contact
profile.  Owing to its greater generality, Güler’s foot model was implemented.

Joint Models
For the application to the forward model of gait, it was decided that it was not essential to model polycentric properties of the
knee joint.  As the musculotendon lengths are a function of joint rotation and translation, however, we chose to incorporate joint
translations when solving for these lengths.  We did so by modelling the joint translations as a function of knee angle following
Yamaguchi and Zajac (1989) and Van Eijden et al. (1985).  The hip and ankle were modelled as a ball-and-socket (3-DOF) joint,
and the knee as a hinge (1-DOF) joint.  In addition to the kinematic character of the joint, a passive damping function was added
in the sagittal to model the viscous properties and the limit of movement (Audu and Davy, 1985)(Thunnissen, 1993).

Multibody Model
A seven-body forward dynamic model was developed using the recursive Newton-Euler method (D’Eleuterio et al., 1991).  This
method offered the advantages of being recursive, compact and efficient. This method has been applied mostly to open-link
robotic chains but is applicable to tree structures such as the human body.  To summarize the method, one first calculates the

CE

PEE

SEE

DE



transformation matrices and recursively moves outwards (pelvis-to-foot) to solve for joint velocities and net body forces.  Next,
inward recursion (foot-to-pelvis) is performed to solve for interbody forces.  And finally, outward recursion is performed to solve
for joint angular accelerations.

Control
The control of locomotion has often been theorized to be a necessary combination of feedforward or descending control (central
pattern generator) and feedback or ascending control (sensory receptors) (Bäsler, 1986)(Smith and Zernicke, 1987)(Cruse,
1990).  Owing to the importance of feedback receptors (given the spasticity present in cerebral palsy), feedback modelling was
felt to be essential.  Our control structure implements both feedforward control as a set of descending activations, and feedback
as a set of sensory responses (force, length, and velocity) of the muscle state with a time-delay.  Since the muscle forces being
generated are a combination of feedforward (descending) and feedback (ascending) control, it was felt necessary to fix feedback
gains in order to solve for feedforward activations.

Artificial Neural Network Solution
An artificial neural network offers a means of solving the non-linear mapping from muscle activations to joint moments.  Often,
static optimization (Collins, 199 ) with its many idealized assumptions is used as a way of solving for the force-time profile.  Many
optimization techniques have been used to solve for a set of muscle forces (Thunnissen, 1993), but once applied to a simulation,
are not capable of generating motion.  A hybrid approach of optimization combined with acquired electromyographic data has
been used to more reasonably estimate lumbar forces in the spine during lifting (Cholewicki et al., 1995). It was felt that a hybrid
approach combining EMG and optimization would better solve neurological gait problems such as cerebral palsy since the
muscle force profiles may not adhere to optimization-only solutions which assume an ideal control system.  A recurrent
backpropogation artificial neural network solution has been used by a number of researchers for upper limb movement (Massone
and Myers, 1994; Stroeve, 1998; Koike and Kawato, 1995).  This network is applied in the following manner.

Figure 2:  Model of simulation structure

Discussion
This method that is currently being tested tries to address some of the limitations found the approaches used in successful
computer simulations, when attempting to apply them to pathological gait.  In order to achieve results in the past, some authors
have chosen to neglect feedback and implement control structures or optimization solutions that are based on idealized subjects.
Our approach has attempted to build on some of the successful efforts and provide a practical solution, by using a detailed
musculoskeletal model, acquired electromyographic data, feedforward and feedback control, a well documented muscle model, a
reasonable ground-contact model, and neural networks to identify a control solution using EMG as reference.
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INTRODUCTION

Previous work has identified six

biomechanical functions that need to be executed

by each limb in order to produce a variety of

pedaling tasks (Raasch and Zajac, 1999). The

functions can be organized into three antagonistic

pairs: an Ext/Flex pair that accelerates the foot

into extension or flexion with respect to the pelvis,

an Ant/Post pair that accelerates the foot

anteriorly or posteriorly with respect to the pelvis,

and a Plant/Dorsi pair that accelerates the foot into

plantarflexion or dorsiflexion (Figure 1).
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Dorsi
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Post

Plant

AntPost

Flex
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Plant

B

Flex
Ext
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Post

Backward

Plant

Forward

Figure 1:  Biomechanical functions executed
during pedaling.

In the context of pedaling, phasing of

individual muscle excitations are determined by

each muscle's ability to contribute to the

biomechanical functions in order to produce

crank acceleration. Some muscles have been

shown to contribute to more than one function

(e.g., rectus femoris contributes to both the Ext

and Ant functions in forward pedaling). The

objective of this study was to determine how

individual muscles contribute to these

biomechanical functions during two different

pedaling tasks, forward and backward pedaling,

through a theoretical analysis of experimental

data.

METHODS

To achieve this objective, forward and

backward pedaling simulations were generated

and a mechanical energy analysis was used to

examine how muscles generate, absorb or transfer

energy to perform the pedaling tasks. A

previously described planar two-legged bicycle-

rider musculoskeletal model (Neptune and Hull,

1998) was generated using SIMM

(MusculoGraphics, Inc., Evanston, IL.). The

dynamical equations-of-motion for the model

were derived using SD/FAST (Symbolic

Dynamics, Inc., Mountain View, CA) and a

forward dynamic simulation was produced by

Dynamics Pipeline (MusculoGraphics, Inc.,

Evanston, IL.). The model was driven by fourteen

individual Hill-type musculotendon actuators that

were combined into nine muscles groups, with

muscles within each group receiving the same

excitation signal (Figure 2).

The individual muscle excitation patterns were

modeled as block patterns defined by excitation

onset, offset and magnitude. The excitation



patterns between the left and right legs were

considered symmetric and 180¼ out-of-phase.

Forward and backward pedaling simulations were

produced using an optimization framework to

identify the muscle stimulation patterns that

reproduce the essential features of subject kinetic,

kinematic and EMG data. The cost function used

in the optimization was formulated to minimize

the sum of the squared residuals between the

simulation and experimentally collected pedal

forces and pedal angle. Each quantity was

normalized by the inter-subject variability to

increase the weight of those quantities with less

variability. The tracking problem was solved by

converting the optimal control formulation into a

parameter optimization (Pandy et al., 1992) and

using a global optimization simulated annealing

algorithm (Goffe et al., 1994).

PSOAS
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VASRF
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BFsh

Crank
Angle  

Figure 2: Musculoskeletal bicycle-rider model.

To provide data for the tracking problem, the

group average radial and tangential pedal force,

and pedal angle trajectories from Ting et al

(1999) were used. Data were collected during

forward and backward pedaling from sixteen

healthy subjects (8 male, 8 female) at 60 rpm with

a frictional workload of 120 (J/cycle).

From the pedaling simulation data, a power

analysis was performed to quantify the muscular

and non-muscular (gravity and velocity

dependent forces) contributions to segment

powers and accelerations (Fregly and Zajac,

1996). The segments were grouped together as

limbs (ipsilateral foot, shank and thigh) and crank

(the flywheel, freewheel, chainwheel, crank arms

and pedals). A muscle can contribute to the power

of a segment (i.e. accelerate a segment) that it

doesn't cross through the intersegmental reaction

forces (Zajac and Gordon, 1989). The net

mechanical energy produced by each muscle was

computed by integrating the instantaneous muscle

power over the crank cycle.

RESULTS

The pedaling simulation kinetic, kinematic

and muscle excitation data closely matched the

group averaged experimental data. The simulated

pedal forces and pedal angle in both pedaling

directions were almost always within 1 SD of the

experimental data (Figure 3). Close agreement

between the muscle excitation and group EMG

data also occurred. The average simulation

pedaling rates were 62 and 60 rpm for the

forward and backward directions, respectively.

The simulation data showed that the muscle

work generated by individual muscle groups was

consistent between the two pedaling directions,

although the rectus femoris produced

substantially more negative work during

backward pedaling (Figure 4). Muscles also

contributed to the same primary biomechanical

functions in both pedaling directions and

synergistic performance of certain functions

emerged to effectively accelerate the crank. The

gluteus maximus worked synergistically with the

soleus, the hip flexors worked synergistically with



the tibialis anterior, and the vasti and hamstrings

functioned independently to accelerate the crank.
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Figure 3:  Comparison of the simulation and
experimental group average data.

The rectus femoris used complex

biomechanical mechanisms including negative

muscle work to accelerate the crank. The negative

muscle work was used to transfer energy

generated elsewhere (primarily from other

muscles) to the pedal reaction force in order to

accelerate the crank. Consistent with experimental

data, a phase shift was required from those

muscles contributing to the Ant/Post functions as

a result of the different limb kinematics between

forward and backward pedaling, although they

performed the same biomechanical function.

DISCUSSION

To successfully complete the pedaling task, a

cyclist must accelerate the crank against a

frictional and inertial load. The simulation data

and mechanical energy analysis allowed us to

investigate the energy contributions of individual

muscles and non-muscular forces to the

acceleration of the crank and to investigate the

individual muscle contributions to specific

biomechanical functions and how these

contributions change with pedaling direction.

Although a phase reversal in the muscles

contributing to the Ant/Post functions was

required to adapt to the changing task mechanics

of forward and backward pedaling, individual

muscle contributions to specific biomechanical

functions did not change.
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Figure 4:  Individual muscle group work.

Perhaps the most intriguing result of this

study was the paradoxical RF activity that could

be assessed through the simulation-based analysis.

Experimental studies of backward pedaling have

shown that cyclists activate RF shortly after the

flexion-extension transition when the RF muscle

is apparently lengthening (Bressel et al., 1998;

Ting et al., 1999). The negative net energy

absorbed by RF during the early extension phase

indicates RF is indeed lengthening during this

region, but a portion of this eccentric muscle

work is used to transfer energy generated

elsewhere (primarily VAS and GMAX) to

accelerate the crank. The early offset in RF EMG

activity during backward pedaling led Ting et al.

(1999) to suggest that RF contributes only to the

Ext function, rather than to both Ext and Ant as

in forward pedaling. But the simulation results

here showed that although the RF excitation



ceased before the extension-flexion transition, RF

still contributed to the Ant function by

accelerating the crank through the first half of the

Ant region while the muscle was still shortening

and deactivating. Note that increasing VAS output

in this region would appear to be a more effective

strategy, as RF produces significant negative

work. Perhaps the co-excitation of VAS and RF

are more reflective of constraints in the neural

circuitry that produces the motor pattern as

opposed to the most biomechanically effective

pattern.

The pedaling simulations proved necessary to

interpret the experimental data and identify

motor control mechanisms used to accomplish

specific motor tasks, as the mechanisms are often

complex and not always intuitively obvious. For

example, the simulation data was necessary to

understand RF behavior in backward pedaling. In

addition, the simulation data allowed individual

muscle lengths to be investigated, which were not

considered in previous experimental examination

of forward and backward pedaling. Regions of

muscle shortening are not inverted in the crank

cycle when switching from forward to backward

pedaling and can be longer or shorter depending

on the pedaling direction (e.g. VAS's longer

shortening region in backward pedaling). These

results illustrate utility of theoretical analyses

combined with experimental data to increase our

understanding of movement control.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Central pattern generators (CPG) facilitate the coordination of locomotory tasks and other

rhythmic behaviors (Grillner, 1981). Afferent feedback, acting on the CPG, is necessary in

modulating the pattern so that movements can be adjusted to environmental features and new

locomotory conditions. Therefore, patterns produced for different task conditions could be

related to a common central pattern that is tuned by afferent feedback of control parameters. For

example, the locomotory pattern for pedaling is modulated at different body orientations (Brown

et al., 1996). Subjects pedaling at different body orientations produced systematic changes in

muscle excitation, which were hypothesized to result from the integration of sensory information

with an internal model that included foot trajectories and resulted in consistent pedaling

kinematics. This study tested this hypothesis using a simulation and optimization approach with

a musculoskeletal model and a control structure consistent with a central pattern generator

executing six paired biomechanical functions modulated by

environmental changes. We propose that the observed

changes in muscle excitation in pedaling at different body

orientations can be found through tracking similar pedaling

trajectories at different body orientations.      

II. METHODS

We used the two-legged planer pedaling model

developed by Raasch et al. (1997) (Fig. 1). The linkage

system was driven by 15 musculotendon actuators

combined into 9 muscle sets. The musculoskeletal geometry

and parameters were based on the work by Delp et al.

(1990), presently incorporated in SIMM

(MusculoGraphics, Inc., Evanston, IL). The dynamical



equations-of-motion for the model were generated using SD/FAST (Symbolic Dynamics, Inc.,

Mountain View, CA).   We used our model to track experimental pedaling data from Brown et al.

(1996) at the most vertical body orientation (seat tube angle 80û from horizontal) to obtain a

"nominal" pedaling strategy. The cost function formulation was similar to that described in

Neptune and Hull (1998) where each cost component was the sum of squared residuals

normalized by intersubject variability to give higher weight to more reproducible data. Included in

the cost function were experimental crank torque, joint torques (hip, knee, and ankle), and ankle

angles. In addition, we included a cost on timing errors for muscles in which EMG data were

available so that excitation patterns would agree more closely with experimental data.

We included two additional costs and one additional assumption to reduce solution

redundancy and produce more consistent solutions. First, a negative work cost on muscles not

constrained by EMG tracking was used to drive their excitation intervals to primarily when they

shorten. Second, a muscle stress cost, proportional to the summed-squared-excitation

magnitudes, was used to distribute excitation over multiple muscles when redundancies exist

(Crowninshield and Brand, 1981). Lastly, we assumed that no muscle was shut off during the

task by requiring all muscles to be on for at least 20% of the crank cycle with a gain of at least

5% of maximum.

A simulated annealing algorithm (Goffe et al., 1994) was used to minimize the cost

function. To obtain the nominal pedaling pattern, we used 27 control parameters, consisting of

the onset and offset times and magnitudes of the 9 muscle sets. We then simplified the

modulation strategy to the adjustment of only three gain parameters (Table 1) by grouping the

nine muscle sets into three biomechanical functional pairs -- a power pair (uniarticular leg

extensors and flexors), a transition pair (biarticular muscles producing anterior and posterior leg

movements), and an ankle pair (ankle plantarflexors and dorsiflexors) (Ting et al., 1999). To

derive the modulated controllers at 60, 40, 20, and 0û, we used the optimization algorithm to

adjust the three parameters to best track the simulated peak-to-peak crank velocity variation and

foot orientations produced at 80û.  

Parameter Description Muscles
Power A common gain for all uniarticular extensors (Ext) and

flexors (Flex)
Ext: VAS, GMAX, SOL
Flex: IL, BFsh

Transition A common gain for the biarticular muscles producing
anterior (Ant) and posterior (Post) leg movements

Ant: RF     
Post: HAM

Ankle A common gain by which the excitation of the
plantarflexors (Plant) was increased and the excitation of
the dorsiflexors (Dorsi) was reduced

Dorsi: TA    
Plant: GAS

Table 1: Three gain parameters corresponding to the three biomechanical functional pairs
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The nominal controller produced a

simulation that tracked experimental data

with average error of less than one

standard deviation for all cost

components. We then used the nominal

controller to pedal at other body

orientations to confirm that pedaling

trajectories would differ. At body

orientations further from vertical, crank

velocity variation decreased and foot

orientations were more dorsiflexed during

the upstroke [Fig. 2(A) and (B)].

By adjusting the parameters

modulating the three functional muscle

pairs, the controller was able to pedal with similar kinematics [Fig. 2(C) and (D)] at body

orientations further from vertical. The power gain increased only slightly while the transition gain

decreased substantially. The excitations of the plantarflexors and dorsiflexors increased and

decreased, respectively. Ankle gain modulations were closely associated with ankle angle

deviations produced by the unmodulated, nominal controller.

The modulation pattern was very

consistent with EMG changes observed in

subjects pedaling at different body

orientations (Brown et al., 1996) (Fig. 3). At

orientations further from vertical, EMG

activity in RF (anterior) and HAM

(posterior) decreased (Fig. 3), mirroring the

decreases in transition gain in our

simulations. Furthermore, EMG activity in

TA (dorsiflexor) and GAS (plantarflexor)

decreased and increased, respectively (Fig.

3), consistent with ankle gain adjustments.

Moreover, the gain modulations of the

functional pairs produced systematic changes in joint torques at the hip, knee, and ankle which

were similar in direction and magnitude to those observed in experimental pedaling trials (Brown

et al., 1996).   



IV. CONCLUSION

Gain modulation of the three biomechanical functional pairs was sufficient to pedal with

similar kinematics at different body orientations. Similarly, Raasch et al. (1999) found that the

control of just the functional pairs allowed simulations to pedal at different power outputs,

smoothness and energy-efficiency levels. In their studies, the important changes were found to

occur in excitation levels and not in phasing which could be understood from the viewpoint that

muscles contribute to specific functions that must be performed in sequence defined by the

pedaling task. Only moderate latitude existed in phasing while more existed in excitation gains. In

agreement, our study found that gain modulation of the functional pairs while maintaining

nominal timing captured the essence of the changes in muscle activity and joint torques, even

though phasing changes were evident in experimental trials (Brown et al., 1996). These simulation

results are consistent with a central pattern generator for locomotion tuned by simplified controls

using feedback.   
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THE EFFECT OF MOMENT ARM RATIOS ON THE PREDICTION OF MUSCULAR
FORCES AND TORQUES USING NON-LINEAR OPTIMISATION

Dimitrios Tsirakos and  Vasilios Baltzopoulos
The Manchester Metropolitan University

INTRODUCTION

In inverse optimisation, when the force sharing problem among synergistic muscles has to

be solved, the ratios between the moment arms of pairs of  associated muscles act according to

the objective function as decision makers for the solution. A brief inspection of these ratios for the

major flexor and extensor muscles of the elbow shows significant differences among studies from

the literature, throughout the range of motion. Considering these significant differences in

different moment arm data sets, the specific objectives of the study were: i) to examine what is the

influence of  the different moment arm-joint angle data sets on the location and magnitude of the

peak force for the major flexor and extensor muscles of the elbow joint using non-linear

optimisation for the solution of the force sharing problem, ii) to examine the influence of  the

different moment arm-joint angle  data sets on the magnitude and location of the predicted peak

torque using optimisation techniques for the major extensor and flexor muscles of the elbow.

METHODS

Moment arms for the major flexor and extensor muscles of the elbow (Triceps Brachii,

Biceps Brachii, Brachialis and Brachioradialis) were obtained from a musculoskeletal model

developed using the SIMM software (Delp et al., 1990). Furthermore, different moment arm data

sets from the literature were adapted (Amis et al. 1979; Murray et al. 1995; Pigeon et al. 1996)

by fitting a regression model and, if necessary, extrapolating to the maximum range of motion (0o

to 140o). Non-linear optimisation is frequently used to solve the force sharing problem among

agonist or agonist-antagonist muscles in a variety of different human movements. Langrange

multipliers were used in this study, similar to Raikova (1996), to solve analytically the non-linear

constrained optimisation system. The objective function coefficients were set equal to one

because the solution in this case is related only to the ratios of the muscle moment arms. The net

moment around the joint was assumed to follow a pattern similar to that presented by Challis and

Kerwin (1993). The peak forces, peak torques and the locations of the above variables in the

range of motion of the elbow joint as predicted by the optimisation algorithm were considered.

RESULTS

The differences in the predicted maximum muscular forces and torques and their location

in the range of motion when using different moment arm data are shown in Figure 1.



Figure 1.  Variability of the predicted maximum force and torque and their location in the range of

motion .

The peak force for triceps brachii was found to vary from 499 N up to 674 N using data

from this study and those presented by Amis et al., (1979), Murray et al., (1995) and Pigeon et

al., (1996). Differences were also observed for biceps brachii muscle and ranged from 383 N up

to 483 N for the moment arms data sets examined. Furthermore, peak forces for brachialis were

relatively smaller than these observed for triceps brachii and biceps brachii (Figure 1). The peak

brachialis force ranged from 210 N up to 308 N. Brachioradialis peak forces were greater than

brachialis and biceps brachii and ranged from 476 N up to 515 N,  for the different moment arm

data sets (Figure 1).

The location of the peak force for triceps brachii was found to vary between 0% - 16.5% of

the range of motion when moment arm data sets from the above studies were used. Greater shifts

were observed in the brachialis peak force location which ranged from 14% to 27%, of the range

of motion (Figure 1).

Peak torques for triceps brachii were found to vary from 13 Ngm up to 19 Ngm using

moment arm data sets from this study and those presented by Amis et al., (1979), Murray et al.,

(1995), Pigeon et al., (1996). Similarly to triceps brachii, biceps brachii peak torques varied from

11.5 Ngm up to 18.2 Ngm. Brachialis peak torques were relatively smaller than those observed for

triceps brachii and biceps brachii and ranged from 5.47 Ngm up to 7.56 Ngm. In addition,

brachioradialis peak torques were greater than the other flexor muscles (brachialis and biceps

brachii) and ranged from 24.4 Ngm up to 28.2 Ngm, across the different moment arm data sets

(Figure 1).
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The location of the peak torque for triceps brachii was found to vary between 0% - 15.8%

of the range of motion when moment arm data sets from the above studies were used.  Greater

variability was observed for biceps brachii and triceps brachii in the location of the peak torque. A

similar variability of the peak torque location was observed for brachialis muscle which ranged

from 57.6% up to 85.6%, of the range of motion. The location of the peak torque for

brachioradialis was found to range from 61.2% up to 76.3%  (Figure 1).

DISCUSSION

The results of this study indicate that the differences in the moment arm data sets across the

studies, influence considerably the magnitude and the location of the peak force and peak torque

predictions for the major flexor and extensor muscles of the elbow. For triceps brachii, the

predicted forces indicate that moment arms influence more the force predictions towards full

extension of the joint. Greater differences were observed for biceps brachii closer to full extension

than full flexion of the joint. The predicted peak forces for brachialis were found not to vary

considerably for the results obtained using the different moment arms data sets, although

significant differences were observed in the shape of the curves. The smallest differences in the

magnitude of the peak force predicted  across the results obtained using different moment arm

data sets, were  for the  brachioradialis. The pattern of the predicted forces for this muscle was

found to be the most consistent.

The differences across the adapted moment arm data sets, for the location of the peak

forces predicted by the non-linear optimisation algorithm, indicate that this parameter is very

sensitive to the ratio of the muscle moment arms, for the major flexor and extensor muscle of the

elbow. Considering that, apart from these differences, the variability of the peak force is also high

across the predicted forces, it seems that an appropriate solution is to use subject-specific moment

arms in optimisation or simulation studies.

Overall, considerably high variability was observed in the shape of the forces and torque

predictions for biceps brachii, brachialis and brachioradialis muscles. This was due to the

variability of the components that were used to calculate the torque (moment arms  and predicted

forces at each angular position). The main differences among these data sets can be observed in

the location of the peak torques compared to the location of the peak forces. The peak torques

were shifted towards full flexion for all the flexor muscles. Furthermore, it has to be noted that the

muscle predicted to exert the maximum peak force was not necessarily the one that exerted

maximum peak torque as well, throughout the range of motion. In addition, the triceps brachii

torque curve shape was very similar to the shape of the force curve for this muscle (i.e. no

significant change in moment arm).



The results of the present study indicate that small differences in the moment arms of the

major flexor and extensor muscles of the elbow can also considerably affect the muscle force

estimations using non-linear optimisation methods.

The results also indicate clearly that the location of the peak force is not, in general, the

same as the location of the peak torque and furthermore the moment arms vary considerably in

the range of motion. For these reasons when validating the results obtained from optimisation

methods, muscular torques as well as muscular forces have to be considered.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of the present study it was concluded that small variations in the

moment arms of the major flexor and extensor muscles of the elbow, based on previously

published data, are associated with large variations of muscle force and muscle torque estimations

using non-linear optimisation techniques. It was also concluded that moment arm variations affect

considerably the prediction of the peak muscle force and muscle torque location in the flexion-

extension range of motion for the elbow joint.
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INTRODUCTION

Rhythmic, cyclic human movements may be generated without substantial control from

supraspinal structures. There is some evidence that such movements may be largely controlled at

the spinal cord level instead. Melvill Jones et al. (1973) described two neural pathways which

play important roles during hopping, namely vestibular reflexes (VRs) and functional (long

latency response) stretch reflexes (FSRs). They observed that, during hopping, activation as a

result of VR arrives at the muscle just in time to help break the downward movement, while

activation as the result of FSR arrives at the muscle just in time to help generate activity necessary

for push off. The purpose of this study was twofold: (1) to investigate the potential role of VRs

and FSRs in simulated human hopping movements, (2) to compare the performance of the model

with experimental data on human hopping. The hypothesis of this study was that rhythmic, cyclic

hopping movements can be generated with minimal control from supraspinal structures.

METHODS

Skeletal model: A two-dimensional neuro-musculo-

skeletal model of human hopping was developed based on

Gerritsen et al. (1998). The skeletal model was composed

of four rigid body segments that were connected to each

other by three frictionless hinge joints (Figure 1). Several

constraints were specified to reduce the degrees of freedom

of the skeletal system: i) the orientation of the trunk

segment was constrained to upright (i.e. vertical), ii) the

horizontal position of the trunk was constrained to the

initial horizontal position, iii) the orientation of the foot

segment was constrained such that the plantar surface of the feet remained parallel with the

ground, and iv) the horizontal position of the feet was constrained to the initial horizontal

position. Because of these constraints, the degrees of freedom (DOF) of the model were reduced

to two: the angle of the knee joint (θk) and the vertical location of the foot (yf) segment (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Description of the musculoskeletal
model. The model was composed of four
rigid bodies connected by three hinge joints.
Constraints reduced the degrees of freedom
to only two (knee angle (θk) and vertical
position of the foot segment (yf)).

DOF=2

θk

mm. vasti

yf

×

Fy

Fmus



Muscle model:The skeletal system was actuated by one mono-articular knee extensor muscle that

represented all mm. vasti (Figure 1). The functional behavior of the mm. vasti was represented by

a Hill-type muscle model. It consisted of a contractile element (CE) representing all the muscle

fibers, and a series elastic element (SEE) representing all elastic components in series with the

contractile element. CE activation dynamics, CE force-length, CE force-velocity, and SEE force-

length relations were modeled with nonlinear functions (Soest and Bobbert, 1993). Parameters for

the force-length relation of the CE and the SEE are provided in Table 1. Parameters for the force-

velocity relation of the CE were taken from Soest and Bobbert (1993). Since the force in CE was

a function of CE length and CE velocity, the dynamics was described by one ordinary differential

equation (ODE). Another ODE was used to describe the delay between stimulation input to the

muscle and its active state.

Afferent feedback model:Two sensory organs

(muscle spindle (FSR) and vestibular system (VR))

were included as neuro-sensory feedback in the

model (Figure 2). The muscle spindle model

detected lengthening velocity of mm. vasti ( ),

and the vestibular model detected downward

vertical acceleration of the trunk ( ). The

magnitude of the stimulation sent to mm. vasti

from these sensory organs was calculated by

multiplying the sensory signal by specific gain

factors (KVR, KFSR). This stimulation due to

reflexes was added to the tonic background

stimulation (BG), after specific time delays (∆tVR =

0.07 s,∆tFSR = 0.130 s).

Neuro-musculo-skeletal interactions:Muscle length was expressed as a function (linear

polynomial) of knee joint angle. The interaction between the foot segment and the ground (Figure

1) was modeled using a viscoelastic element to generate vertical ground reaction forces (Gerritsen

et al., 1995).

Model input:The initial positions of the segments were such that the model exhibited slight knee

bending. At this initial position the mm. vasti received BG stimulation only. As the BG

Table 1. Parameters of the force-length relations of mm. vasti: Fmax = maximum isometric force; LCEopt = CE
optimum length; width = range of active CE force production expressed in %LCEopt; Lslack= SEE slack length; A0 =
muscle length at full extension; dknee = moment arm.

Fmax LCEopt width Lslack A0 dknee

7403 N 0.093 m 62.7% 0.223 m 0.271 m 0.042 m
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Figure 2. Description of the neural model. The model
had two representations of neurosensory feedback:
vestibulo-spinal reflexes (VR) and functional stretch
reflexes (FSR). BG = background stimulation.
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stimulation (18% of max) was less than the amount necessary to maintain the static posture, the

skeletal system was accelerated downwards right from the start. Supraspinal modulation of

afferent feedback pathways (i.e. model input) was reduced to specifying specific gain factors

(KVR, KFSR) for the sensory signals, and the amount of BG stimulation (Figure 2).

Simulation procedure:Differential equations describing the muscle activation and contraction

dynamics and the ground reaction force model were implemented in FORTRAN and linked to the

DADS multibody simulation software (Version 8.5, CADSI, Coralville, Iowa) using the

USER.FORCE option. The VR and FSR models were implemented in MATLAB (Version

5.1.0.421, Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA). Simulations were executed on an interval of∆tVR (∆tVR

< ∆tFSR) (Figure 3). The signals detected by the vestibular system and by the muscle spindle were

added to the background stimulation in following steps after specific time delays. The same

procedure was repeated until the desired simulation time was accomplished.

Experimental data collection:One male subject performed knee bending movements at a

preferred frequency, such that the feet did not leave the floor at any time. The movement was

recorded with a video camera at 60 Hz. Six body landmarks were identified with reflective

markers (trunk, hip, knee, ankle, heel, and fifth metatarsal head), and digitized automatically

(Peak Performance Technologies, Englewood, CO). The raw coordinates were filtered with a

fourth order recursive butterworth digital filter (net cut off frequency 6 Hz). Electromyography

(EMG) was recorded at 1000 Hz (Noraxon, Scottsdale, AZ) with surface electrodes on the

Figure 3. Flow chart of
step-by-step simulation.
As the reflexes investi-
gated in this study had
specific time delays, it
was necessary to simu-
late on an interval of
min(∆tVR, ∆tFSR). Black,
white, and gray boxes
indicate BG, VR, and
FSR stimulation, respec-
tively. At the end of each
time step, mechanical
conditions became ini-
tial conditions for the
next step, using the
DADS Restart File
option.
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m. vastus medialis. The EMG signal was full-wave rectified and moving-point averaged (∆t =

0.025 s).

RESULTS

The model was able to reproduce the rhythmic

knee bending motions observed in the

experiment (Figure 4). Similar characteristics

could be observed between the simulation

results and the experimental data. The preferred

hopping frequencies were also similar (model:

2.2 Hz, human subject: 2.5 Hz).

DISCUSSION

The model developed in this study could

perform stable knee bending motions, which

implies that the hypothesis employed in this

study is feasible. The model could reproduce a

lot of the characteristics of actual human

hopping. The general pattern and the absolute

values of the kinematics and the timing of the muscle stimulation inputs were almost identical.

This observation supports the hypothesis that afferent feedback may play an integral role in the

synthesis of human rhythmic cyclic movements.
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Figure 4. Simulated (crossed) and experimental (solid)
data. Acceleration of the trunk segment, angular velocity
of the knee joint, and the muscle stimulation.
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A MODEL OF HUMAN WALKING WITH A THREE-DIMENSIONAL MUSCULO-

SKELETAL SYSTEM AND A HIERARCHICAL NEURONAL SYSTEM

Kazunori Hase

National Institute of Bioscience and Human-Technology, Tsukuba, Japan (hase@nibh.go.jp)

INTRODUCTION

Many computer simulation studies of human bipedal walking have been conducted in the

field of biomechanics (Taga , 1995; Hase and Yamazaki, 1998).  However, the musculo-skeletal

system and neuronal system in previous models have been simplified as two-dimensional body

dynamic models and theoretical methods in robotics have been applied for the motor control

mechanisms.  Thus, these simulation methods have not been employed as practical tools in research

fields analyzing human movement, such as clinical medicine and rehabilitation, because it was

difficult to compare the anatomical and neurophysiological characteristics of the model with those

of actual humans.  The purpose of this study is to develop a more precise simulation model of

human walking in order to improve the practicability of the simulation method.  That is, a model in

which the musculo-skeletal system of the entire body is modeled three-dimensionally, and a

mechanism of motor control is constructed by a neuronal system model having a hierarchical

structure.

METHODS

The inertial properties of the entire human body were represented by

a three-dimensional 14-rigid-link system, as shown in Fig. 1.  These links

include the feet, the calves, the thighs, the pelvis, the lower part of the

lumbar, the upper part of the lumbar, the thorax, the upper arms, and the

forearms.  The hip joints and the lower lumbar joint have three degrees of

freedom of rotation, with all other joints having one degree of freedom.  A

visco-elastic passive moment acts on each joint to represent the influence

of soft tissue.  The interaction between foot and ground was modeled as a

combination of springs and dampers.  The body dynamic model is driven

by 41 muscles for the entire body, as shown in Fig. 1.  The arrangement of

each muscle was represented as a series of line segments, the direction of

which changes according to joint angle.  Energy consumption including

heat production in the muscle was calculated from generating

tension, length and contraction velocity of the muscle.

In this study, the functions of the neuronal system were
Fig. 1  Three-dimensional model
of the musculo-skeletal system



divided into three types, as shown in Fig. 2, and a

neuronal system model which hierarchically controls

body motions was constructed.  The hierarchical

neuronal system includes the following levels.  First,

at the highest level, there is a neuronal system

corresponding to the higher center level, such as the

brain.  This system determines nonspecific stimuli

for the middle level in the neuronal system reflecting

principal changes in the walking pattern, such as step

length and walking cycle.  Thus, the function of

adjusting changes in walking pattern is assumed to

exist at this level system.  The model was expressed

by, what we call, a computational multi-layered

neural network.  The behavior of each neuron in the

model was represented by the same equation as a

general discrete-time neuron model.  In this neural network, input signals were defined by 14

kinematic criteria for a walking pattern, such as step length and walking cycle, and output signals

were defined by 17 nonspecific stimuli to the middle level neuronal system.  The higher center

model consists of 45 neurons in total.  Second, at the middle level, there is a neuronal system

corresponding to the spinal cord level.  This neuronal system represents a rhythm generation

mechanism with a central pattern generator (CPG) and was modeled as a network system consisting

of neural oscillators.  A pair of neural oscillators exists for each degree of freedom of the joint.

They generate the neuronal stimulus combined for each degree of freedom by receiving nonspecific

stimulus from the higher center and feedback signals from somatic senses, such as joint angles and

foot-ground contact.  Each neural oscillator is mathematically expressed by two differential equations.

The spinal cord model consists of 32 neural oscillators.  Third, at the lowest level, there is a neuronal

system corresponding to the peripheral level.  The neuronal system divides the combined neuronal

stimulus from the neural oscillator into the neuronal stimulus to each muscle.  The model corresponds

to a macroscopic model of reciprocal innervation.  The model is mathematically represented as an

optimization problem.  That is, optimization calculations were performed hourly on the following

conditions: unknown parameters for the neuronal stimuli to the muscles; equality conditions for the

equilibrium equations between muscular tensions and joint moments; inequality conditions for

positive neuronal stimulus values; and objective function expressed as a minimizing mechanism

for muscular fatigue.  The calculation of muscular tension is affected by changes in the moment

arm, length and contraction velocity of the muscle.

In the neuronal system model, there are many parameters which must be determined.  In this

Fig. 2  Neuronal system model
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study, the neuronal parameters were searched using evaluative criteria for the walking pattern and

an optimization method.  The flow of calculation was as follows: (1) walking pattern was generated

using the simulation model, (2) the evaluative criteria defined by both locomotive energy efficiency

and walking speed were calculated, (3) the neural parameters were modified by an optimization

method to improve the results for the evaluative criteria, (4) these processes were repeated.  The

numbers of neuronal parameters searched are 493 for the higher center model and 62 for the spinal

cord model.  The calculation took about 30 hour using three workstations in parallel.

RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the walking pattern simulated using this model.  The obtained walking pattern

was continuous and stable.  The walking pattern closely agrees with actual human walking not only

in terms of two-dimensional movement in the sagittal plane but also three-dimensional movement

including twists of the torso.  Figure 4 shows muscular tensions for the main muscles.  Compared

with electromyograms and muscular tensions estimated from motion measurement data, the obtained

muscular tensions are qualitatively valid.

In order to investigate the effects of higher center system functioning in adjusting walking

Fig. 5  Comparison of a model with the higher center
system (A) and a model without the higher center
system (B)

Fig. 3  Simulation results

Fig. 4  Muscular tensions
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patterns, a walking pattern generated by a model incorporating a higher center system was compared

with the patterns obtained from a model without the higher center system in terms of robustness of

mechanical perturbation.  In this simulation, a lateral force of 100 N was applied for 0.1 sec to the

pelvis segment.  Figure 5 shows the simulation results.  Although the model without the higher

center system could not stabilize its walking pattern and finally fell down, the model with the

higher center system could perform continuous walking without falling down.

DISCUSSION

The proposed model has a complete three-dimensional structure and the arrangements of the

muscles in this model fully represent the anatomical characteristics.  The neuronal system model

also matches the actual neuronal system neurophysiologically.  The generated walking patterns and

patterns of muscular tensions emulate those in actual human walking.  Consequently, we believe

that the practicability of the simulation method was improved and that the method can be applied

fully as an analytic tool in various research fields.

One feature of this study is the representation of the higher center of the neuronal system.

The stability of the walking patterns increased by including the higher center model.  This kind of

neuronal system may be valid and effective for producing flexible walking patterns.  In addition,

the principal conditions of a walking pattern are fed back to the higher center level of the neuronal

system; the somatic senses, such as joint angles, are fed back to the spinal cord level; and the

muscular senses, such as muscular length, are fed back to the peripheral level.  That is, the mutual

cooperation between the neuronal system and the musculo-skeletal system is important for performing

human walking.

CONCLUSION

In order to improve the practicability of the simulations of human bipedal walking in the

present study, we developed a model having a three-dimensional musculo-skeletal system and a

hierarchical neuronal system.  The simulation results indicate that the calculated walking pattern

was quantitatively valid and was robust in terms of mechanical perturbation.  In future studies, we

will attempt to increase the validity of the musculo-skeletal system and neuronal system anatomically

or neurophysiologically, and to apply these simulation model to clinical medicine and rehabilitation.
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